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Abstract

The broad objective of this research was to develop a fully functional ground penetrating

radar (GPR) demonstrator system capable of detecting buried anti-personnel and anti-

tank landmines when installed on a moving vehicle. The demonstrator system

implements a novel Real Aperture Synthetically Organised Radar (RASOR) technique

that uses a two dimensional antenna array and post-reception synthetic-focusing in order

to image a three dimensional space under the array.

State-of-the-art GPR systems for landmine detection are limited by resolution, operation

in highly cluttered environments, classification performance, penetration depth and

operating speed. This thesis describes the author's contribution to the above research in

the following areas:

• Analysis and modelling of the RASOR system concepts including an assessment of

the operating environment such as soil types, target types, clutter limits, noise limits

and de-correlating effects in order to postulate and analyse suitable array

configurations, mounting arrangements and processing algorithms.

• Derivation, implementation and experimentation with new algorithms to deal with

the problem of surface reflections, volume clutter reduction and classification.

• Definition of system parameters such as operating frequency, power and array size

and configuration in order to deal with the operational environment based on

modelling and early experimentation.

• System design including the design of RF and digital circuits and control software

and the implementation of processing algorithms for a real time system.

Using the developed demonstrator system, measurements were obtained on real targets

under various soil conditions and at a variety of test sites. Results are presented and

discussed which show RASOR's ability to detect mines in challenging cluttered

environments.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1 Introduction
The possibility of harnessing technology to allow us to observe objects that are hidden

from the human eye has interested engineers and scientists from the earliest times. From

telescopes to X-ray machines, humans have wanted to see further or to see what is

hidden. It is known that animals such as scorpions, bats and whales use sound waves to

navigate and detect prey and there is some evidence to suggest that migratory birds use a

form of magnetic detection to reach their breeding grounds. Humans lack these direct

abilities, but they do possess endeavour, reasoning and ingenuity. With these it has been

possible to develop a wide range of detection technology using phenomena such as

infrared, sound waves, alpha waves, seismic waves and, the subject of this thesis,

electromagnetic waves in what has come to be known as Radar (Radio Navigation and

Ranging) [1].

The first use of electromagnetic waves for detecting metal objects is attributed to

Christian Hulsmeyer [2] who in 1904 lodged a German patent for a 'telemobiloskop' that

could detect ships at a few hundred meters. The principle motivation for Radar

development through the earlier twentieth century was for military air defence [3]. Its

first large-scale practical application came in the UK's Chain Home system which, during

the Battle of Britain in 1940, provided crucial early warning of incoming long range

heavy bombers [4]. A major technical advance around this time was the development of

the high power cavity magnetron [5] which allowed Radar to move up from VHF

frequencies (100 to 200MHz) into the microwave region (>IGHz). At these frequencies

antennas can be made much smaller and this opened up a wide range of new applications.

Since World War II technology improvements and innovations have meant that Radar

systems continue to play an important role in both military and commercial

environments. The major advances since the war can been summarised [6] as:

• the universal replacement of the magnetron with the more stable high-power Klystron

amplifier,

• the use of Doppler Frequency Shift principles for moving target detection, terrain

mapping and weather observation,

• the introduction of digital techniques which have significantly enhanced the scope

and breadth of radar functionality that can be realised.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Today there is now a very wide range of different radar applications and many

possibilities seem to exist for future developments. One area that still has unexplored

potential and scope for improvement is in the use of Radar to accurately detect buried

underground objects. This application is usually termed Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

or Surface Penetrating Radar (SPR) and this thesis will examine a novel GPR approach

suitable for, but by no means limited to, detecting buried anti-personnel and anti-tank

landmines.

An early description of the use of electromagnetic waves to detect buried objects is given

in a German patent lodged in 1911 by Lowy [7]. This describes how antennas could be

placed at the surface of soil and, by emitting a continuous wave (CW), the reflections

would indicate the depth of a buried interface. Later in 1926 Hulsenbank [8] proposed a

pulsed technique to detect buried features and the use of radar for mapping through

geologic materials was first carried out by Stem in 1930 [9].

Little further advancement was made for around 30 years [10] until renewed interest in

subsurface imaging in geophysics and for lunar expeditions resulted in the development

of custom devices for specific investigations and also in the availability of the first

commercial analogue OPR systems [11]. Applications at this time focused on measuring

ice thickness [12] [13] [14], mapping bedrock structures (15] [16], the probing of rock

formations, desert sand, salt and coal deposits [17] [18] [19] and the detection of utilities

[20].

Since the 1970s the range of applications has steadily increased [21] and the introduction

of digital techniques, as with conventional Radar, has increased the potential by enabling

more complex processing opportunities combined with smaller and/or lighter physical

designs. Examples of more recent applications of SPR include:

• target specific detectors such as in mine detection [22], utilities detection [23] [24]

and medical tumour scanning [25],

• non-invasive examinations of buildings [26] and roads [27] including concrete

structure examination [28],

• remote sensing of terrestrial [29] and extra-terrestrial [30] terrain sub-structure.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

• security applications [31]

1.1 TheAim of the Thesis

An area of much research interest is in the detection and clearance of unexploded

ordinance, particularly buried anti-personnel mine (APM) and anti-tank mines (ATM).

Abandoned landmines are a significant humanitarian problem today with millions

thought to have been deployed world-wide [32] and continuing to be deployed at a rate

faster than they are cleared. Typically SO-ISOmm in diameter and sometimes with very

low metal content, these devices are difficult to find and methods of improved detection

and clearance are required [33].

This thesis describes the development, analysis and experimental results obtained from a

novel OPR developed for detecting buried land mines. The proposed system has a

vehicle-mounted two-dimensional antenna array suspended over the ground and uses

synthetic time domain focusing. The aim of the research was to develop the concept

from theoretical principles into a demonstrator system capable of detecting buried

landmines of different types and in different soil conditions.

Many OPR systems are designed to operate with antennas in contact with the ground in

order to minimise the air-ground interface reflections, but one of the great advantages of

OPR, compared with some other sensors, is its ability to operate in non-contact mode. In

brief this is possible because the relative electrical contrast between air and soil tends to

be very much less than, for example, the relative acoustic contrast experienced in seismic

surveying. Non-contact operation means that OPR surveying and sensing is often most

convenient and for some applications, such as landmine detection, it is considered

essential. However, there are non-trivial difficulties with non-contact operation

particularly when the target is very close to the surface, as is usually the case with

landmines, due to the large surface reflection.

Remote sensing radars traditionally use side-looking radar (SLAR) and these can be

separated into two types, real aperture radar and synthetic aperture radar [34]. Real

aperture radar uses a single large antenna usually mounted on a satellite or aircraft.

Electromagnetic pulses are transmitted at right angles to the flight direction and

downward towards the earth where they are reflected back in many directions including
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the antenna direction. The time at which these scattered reflections arrive back at the

antenna determines the distance to the scattering object on the ground. The bandwidth

determines the resolution in the direction of flight, or range resolution, and the aperture

length determines the resolution in the direction parallel to the flight direction, generally

termed cross-range or azimuth resolution. Synthetic aperture radar, developed as an

improvement to real aperture radar, utilises the Doppler spread of an echo signal to

synthesise a much larger aperture and greatly improve the azimuth resolution of SLAR

[35]. A single antenna is moved to a series of positions, usually by vehicle motion, to

achieve this large aperture and the slight speed difference between two points on the

ground in the azimuth direction relative to the antenna provides the required Doppler

shift.

The technique of synthesising an aperture has been extended to other sensing devices

such as synthetic aperture sonar and particularly in ultrasonics where it has been very

successful in medical imaging. Here though the Doppler spread is not used, indeed it is

usually assumed that the target is stationary relative to the synthesised array during any

data gathering period. Short wideband pulses are transmitted and received from a number

of transducer positions and in effect a real aperture is synthetically organised. A range of

methods have been developed for ultrasonics such as synthetic aperture focusing

technique (SAFT) [36], multi-element synthetic aperture focusing (M-SAF) [37] and

synthetic receive aperture (SRA) [38].

The ideas developed in this thesis take some of the ultrasonic focusing principles and

apply them back into the radar domain, and was originally proposed by Benjamin [39]. A

two dimensional real aperture antenna array sequentially transmits and receives from

pairs of antennas and uses post-reception near-field time-domain focusing to image a

three dimensional space in front of the array. The technique has been christened Real

Aperture Synthetically Organised Radar (RASOR). Professor Benjamin and the

University of Bristol successfully registered a patent for the idea [40] and the UK

Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) funded a research program to work

up the concept into a demonstrator system.

This thesis describes the author's key contribution to that research program, which can be

broadly summarised as follows:
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• Analysis and modelling of the GPR system concepts including an assessment of the

operating environment such as soil types, target types, clutter limits, noise limits and

de-correlating effects in order to postulate suitable array configurations, mounting

arrangements and processing algorithms.

• Derivation, implementation and experimentation with new algorithms to deal with

the problem of surface reflections and other clutter effects.

• Definition of system parameters such as operating frequency, power and array size

and configuration in order to deal with the operational environment based on

modelling and early experimentation.

• System design including the design of RF and digital circuits and control software

and the implementation of processing algorithms for a real time system.

• Devising, organising and conducting experiments to verify analytical studies and

assessment of the measurement results.

1.2 Thesis Structure

The thesis is comprised of seven chapters and is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 looks at the main application for this system, namely land mine detection. It

provides an overview of the land-mine problem and describes current and proposed

methods for their detection and disposal. The challenges of the target detection problem

are introduced and Radar sub-surfacing probing is contrasted with other detection

techniques.

Chapter 3 describes the hardware and processing that make up a generic GPR system

and describes alternative implementations. A brief introduction to RASOR is given with

an outline of the theoretical concepts highlighting their advantages in comparison with

other ground penetrating radar techniques.

Chapter 4 is an important part of the thesis. It develops the RASOR system concept

more rigorously using analytical modelling and early concept proving experiments in a

controlled environment. Novel solutions are introduced for the reduction of clutter,

arguably the most challenging aspect of ground penetrating radar.
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Chapter 5 describes how the system characteristics and design trade-offs described in

chapter 4 were applied in the construction of a demonstrator system. This covers antenna

design and FDTD modelling, antenna array design, pulse generation, digitisation, data

acquisition and algorithm implementation. Possible mounting arrangements are also

considered.

Chapter 6 presents the results from experiments carried out in an indoor test facility and

at a range of outdoor test sites and discusses the findings.

Chapter 7 provides a closing discussion and draws conclusions from the work. Other

applications to which the RASOR technique is suited are introduced such as medical

imaging, security applications, archaeological surveying and production line screening.

Further developments are suggested that could be addressed as part of continuing

research.
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Chapter 2 The Landmine Problem

2 The Landmine Problem
It has been estimated that over 100,000,000 landmines have been laid in over 60

countries - and new ones are still being laid faster than old ones are cleared [1]. There

remains some controversy around this estimate [2], but it can not be denied that

landmines present a large humanitarian problem in the world today. These devices litter

the world's conflict areas often rendering agricultural land unusable for local civilian

populations who can ill afford to lose it. Roughly every twenty minutes one person

somewhere in the world is killed or injured by a landmine [3].

2.1 Brief Historyof Landmines

Modern landmines are explosive devices, but their history can be traced back to non-

explosive predecessors such as spikes and stakes used by armies as far back as 2,500

years ago [4]. The earliest explosive landmines appear to have first been developed

around 1530 in Sicily and were known asfougasses. These were in effect underground

cannon that could shower rocks and debris on the enemy. Detonation was achieved by

lighting a powder trail and consequently they tended to be unreliable due to the effects of

rain, wind and moisture.

Pressure-detonated mines were first described in 1726 by H. Frieherr von Dlemming, but

did not become regularly used in warfare until the latter part of the 19th century when

electrical initiation provided improved reliability and instant firing. The Americans were

the first nation to use landmines operationally particularly in the American Civil War.

Indeed in 1960 five landmines were recovered almost one hundred years after they were

laid and deemed to be still of some danger demonstrating the ability of these devices to

remain lethal long after the conflict has ceased.

By the 20th century landmine warfare was used by most armies, but only began to appear

on a large scale in 1918 as a weapon against armoured tanks commonly known as Anti-

Tank (AT) mines. By the time of the Second World War Anti-Personnel (AP) mines

were developed primarily to prevent enemy soldiers from removing AT mines. A number

of technical innovations were introduced during this period including the introduction of

non-metallic mines, e.g. bakelite or wood, which were difficult to detect using metal

detectors [5].
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Their use at this time was still generally well controlled and aimed in the main at

achieving military objectives. However, there remain areas of Europe and North Africa

in particular where Second World War mines still claim the land. Since World War II

landmine proliferation has run out of control [6] and it is estimated that 400 million

mines have been laid since 1939 with 65 million laid in the last 20 years [4].

2.2 Modern Landmines

There are hundreds of designs of AT and AP mines in existence employing a range of

deployment and detonation techniques and constructed from a variety of materials. They

can generally be classified as "blast" or "fragmentation" [5]. Blast mines are buried at

shallow depths and are triggered by pressure from a person or vehicle. Their casings can

be made from plastic, wood or sheet metal. Fragmentation mines disseminate fragments

radially outwards and can be lethal up to as much as 100 metres. They are mounted on

stakes or trees although some are buried and propelled out of the ground before

exploding. They are almost always made from steel. Figure 2-1 shows pictures of some

typical devices commonly found in modem conflict zones [7]. Their dimensions are

summarised in Table 2-1.

The VS-50 shown in Figure 2-1 (a) is a scatterable AP mine containing 42grams of RDX

explosive and consists of a plastic body and predominately plastic detonator. Its metallic

content is very low, approximately 0.86 grams of non-magnetic metal [7][8].

The TMA-4 (Figure 2-1 b) and TM-57 (Figure 2-1 c) are examples of AT mines. The

TMA-4 is of plastic construction with 3 Bakelite detonators (the yellow towers) and

contains 5.5kg of TNT. The TM-57 is constructed from thin sheet metal containing 7kg

of TNT [7][8].

PPM-2 (Figure 2-1 d) and PMA-3 (Figure 2-1 e) are AP blast mines. The PPM-2 has a

plastic casing with a metal detonation mechanism and a Il0grams TNT payload. The

PMA-3 is again plastic with rubber seals and contains 35gr of TNT. It has a very low

metallic content. The M16A2 (Figure 2-1 f) is an example of a fragmentation AP type

mine with a cast iron body containing the main charge of 590grams. When operated it is
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propelled out of the ground detonating at 1.2m above it with a casualty radius of 30m

[7][8].

Figure 2-1 Examples of modern landmines (a) VS-50, (b) TMA-4, (c) TM-S7, (d) PPM-2, (e) PMA-

3, (I) M16A2 (reproduced from [7])

Mine Type Height Diameter

VS-SO 4Smm 90mm
TMA-4 65mm 208mm
TM-S7 100mm. 300mm
PPM-2 63mm 12Smm
PMA-3 36mm lO3mm
M16A2 203mm lO3mm

Table 2-1 Dimensions [7] for those mines shown in Figure 2-1
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2.3 Detection Techniques

Most AP mines are laid either manually or scattered from helicopters and are normally

deployed on the ground surface or just below typically 0 to 200mm. Some, such as the

VS-50 can also be laid underwater up to a depth of 1m. AT mines can be deployed to a

greater depth, typically up to O.Sm below the surface.

Detection of mines still depends predominantly on a combination of manual probing and

metal detectors. The former is painstakingly slow and the latter can be prone to either

false alarm, or, in the case of mines with a very low metallic content, prone to false safe,

i.e. mistakenly declaring an area free from mines [9].

The usual clearance method is as follows. The operative wearing a helmet and other

protective equipment sweeps the ground ahead with a metal detector. When an alarm is

sounded the ground ahead is gently prodded with a thin spike about every 2cm at a

shallow angle of around 30 degrees [10] as shown in Figure 2-2 [11]. When detection is

confirmed the mine is detonated in-situ, for example by shooting it with a gun.

Figure 2-2 Prodding Technique (reproduced from [11D

In certain rough terrain conditions, such as that shown in Figure 2-3 below, deployment

of more sophisticated detection equipment is extremely difficult and in these

circumstances prodding is virtually the only viable ground based detection and

neutralisation technique [12]. Obviously, this is an extremely hazardous process both for

the operators and their colleagues. Sometimes the mine will have turned on its side

causing the prodder to hit the pressure plate rather that the side resulting in accidental
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detonation. The operator fatigues quickly in this stressful situation. This is exacerbated

by the necessary but cumbersome helmet and protective clothing.

Figure 2-3 Prodding in rough terrain (reproduced from [12])

Often modified armoured vehicles are used to clear areas by deliberately detonating

mines prior to prodding. This brute force method requires no sensors, only a driver with

nerves of steel. Chains, flails and ploughs have all been used. A flail example is shown in

Figure 2-4. This method is not suited to rough terrain and any mines that are missed are

afterwards more difficult to detect because of the scattering of exploded ordinance and

ground churning that has taken place. It is generally used for quick clearance for military

access.

Figure 2-4 Mechanical flail for land mine detonation (reproduced from [11])

Although these techniques are the standard clearance methods they do not guarantee an

exhaustive clearance, i.e. a high probability of detection (PD). The remainder of this
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chapter describes a number of alternative detection techniques that have been proposed

for improving the rate of clearance, whilst either maintaining the PD or decreasing the

probability of false alarm (PPA) or, ideally, both.

2.3.1 Signal Detection Theory

It is usual in detection theory to quantify the balance between PO and PPA in a Receiver

Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve [13] [14]. ROC curves are plotted with either the

PFA or False Alarm Rate (FAR) along the horizontal axis and the PD along the vertical

axis. Calculation of PFA requires the an assessment of how many false alarms could of

occurred, which in practice can be difficult. It is more practical in empirical studies to

measure FAR because it expresses the number of false alarms per unit area or unit time.
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For example, Figure 2-5 (a) shows two hypothetical probability density functions both

with a Gaussian distribution, but with different mean and standard deviation. The red
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solid curve gives the observed system response for trials containing noise only, i.e. with

no targets present. The blue dashed curve gives the system response for trials containing

signal plus noise, i.e. with a target present. If a vertical threshold line were drawn on the

plot at an arbitrary point on the response axis as shown in Figure 2-S (b), the area under

the noise only curve that lies above this threshold would give the probability of false

alarm. The area under the signal plus noise curve that lies above this threshold would

give the probability of correct detection. Repeating this for all possible threshold values

gives the ROC curve shown in Figure 2-S (c). For given noise and noise plus signal

distributions, a threshold can then be selected that most closely meets the required PO

and FAR by judging at what point it appears on the ROC curve. The threshold shown in

Figure 2-S (b) is marked as a cross on the ROC curve in Figure 2-S (c) giving a PO of 80-

8S% and a FAR of 10-IS%.

A family of ROC curves can be plotted for different separations and spread of probability

distributions as shown in Figure 2-S (d). The worst case in practice is when there is no

separation between noise and signal plus noise probability distributions in which case the

ROC curve follows a 4So straight line from left to right and in effect the sensor is making

no contribution to a detection decision - it is a SO-SOchoice. The ideal ROC curve is

obtained when the signal is so strong that the noise and signal plus noise curves are

completely separated. In this case the ROC curve would follow the left vertical and top

horizontal axis and a detection threshold placed between the two distributions would

appear in the top left comer of the ROC giving perfect 100% detection probability with

zero probability of false alarm. This is of course very difficult to achieve in practice; a

viable and worthwhile sensor would usually follow one of the intermediate curves

between these two extremes.

For a particular detection criteria the sensor's ROC curve is likely to be dependent on a

range of factors such as the environment, mine type and burial depth. The United Nations

benchmark of acceptability of landmine sensors is that they must aid the operator in

achieving a 99.6% to 99.9% PO [15] whilst reducing FAR. Currently FAR results have

been known to rise as high as 1000:1, i.e. 99.9% chance of a false alarm [16] making

overall clearance rates very slow. Achievable improvements in this rate are difficult to

quantify due to the lack of large-scale measurements with alternative technologies and

any result will have a strong dependence upon the terrain and type of mine being
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detected. However it is considered unlikely that order of magnitude improvements in

false alarm rates will be achievable in the short term. It has been estimated that an

improvement of 50% in FAR rates could improve clearance rates by between 30-60%

[17].

2.3.2 AlternativeDetectionApproaches

Approaches to detection techniques can be broadly categorised into three general areas:

• Localised detection

• Vehicle mounted detection

• Wide area detection

Local detection covers hand held devices, such as metal detectors and other on-ground

detection such as sniffer dogs. Vehicle mounted detection covers classes of sensors that,

either through necessity or convenience, require some stand-off distance from the

ground. These detectors are suited to detecting and marking landmines for military

reconnaissance and to detect the leading edge of mine fields [18]. Wide area detection

implies a stand-off capability, for example mounted on satellites, aircraft or dirigibles,

that is capable of rapidly surveying large areas of land.

Some technology such as GPR can be adapted to suit all three types of approach whereas

others are limited or best suited to maybe one or two of the categories. The remainder of

this chapter describes the alternative detection technologies that have been proposed and

discusses their relative merits.

2.3.3 MetalDetectors

As has already been mentioned metal detectors - also known as electromagnetic

induction detectors (EM!) - already form part of the de-miners basic tool kit. The

technology is very mature and consists of a transmit oscillator, search coil, a receiver

amplifier and a discriminator [19]. A basic block diagram is shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6 Block diagram of Electromagnetic Induction system

Eddy currents in the metal target by the transmit coil cause a secondary magnetic field to

be set-up, which is then detected by the receive coil as shown in Figure 2-7. When the

induced level crosses a pre-set threshold level, an alarm is generated. The frequency

range employed is usually limited to a few tens of KHz [19].

BURIED
METAL
OBJECT

RECElVER
____ .... __ -=COlL

Figure 2-7 Transmission and detection of an induced magnetic field
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The basic problem of metal detectors is their inability to distinguish mines from other

metal debris such as cartridge cases, drinks cans and naturally metallic rock. In theory all

mines can be detected since they all contain some metal and modem metal detectors are

sufficiently sensitive to landmines containing only a few grams of metal [20]. However,

increasing the sensitivity to have maximum PD increases FAR to unacceptable levels.

Often, de-mining teams uncover 100 to 1000 inert metal objects for every mine [21].

Probabilities of detection vary considerably with the type of metal detector, location and

soil type. In a study of 29 commercial off the shelf sensors it was found that there is a

strong correlation between the soil magnetic susceptibility and the operational

performances [22].

Recent attention has focused on improving the discrimination of metal detectors by

measuring how the eddy currents evolve over time to ascertain the magnetic

'polarisability' of the target [23] [24], but the state of the art is still very immature [25].

2.3.4 Biological Sensors and Systems

Dogs and even pigs can be trained to detect the presence of explosives inside the mine

since they have a keen sense of smell, far more sensitive than humans [26]. However,

animals tend to tire quickly, their reliability is low and the location accuracy is relatively

poor; they can also detonate mines in the act of searching [27]. Artificial odour sensors

are being researched as an alternative to this. Typically these methods seek to stimulate

the explosive particle artificially - with ultrasound, for example - and then detect them

with polymer based chemical sensor [28][29]. These methods are used widely in the

chemical industries, but in mine detection the expolsive concentration is relatively low

making this type of detection difficult [30].

Biological systems work on the basis that the mine explosive can be neutralised in the

ground by artificially accelerating natural biological decomposition. The use of bees and

bacteria are being researched, but this work is still at a relatively early stage of research

[31][32].

2.3.5 Electro/Optical Sensors

Electro/Optic sensors is the name given to devices which detect electromagnetic radiation

in the infra-red and hyperspectral bands. Detection techniques can be summarised as

passive thermal, active thermal, passive non-thermal and active non-thermal [33].
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Thermal detection seeks to exploit the fact that buried mines will generally have different

thermal properties than the surrounding ground thus they retain or dissipate heat at a

different rate. This can be induced either passively [34], relying on solar warming, or

actively through the use of high power microwave [35] or optical sources [36]. Thermal

sensors measure the resulting infra-red radiation and seek to distinguish the mines from

the soil.

The soil variation can come from the mine itself or the soil disturbance from the act of

burying the mine. Hyperspectral techniques seek to detect this soil disturbance either

passively [37], again relying on the solar heating, or actively using Lasers [38 ].

These techniques are very prone to error in unstable weather conditions and rely on a

local knowledge of the soil properties for calibration. Even in good weather conditions it

is only usually practical just after dusk or before sunrise - due to the rate of solar heat

gainlheat loss and solar interference with the equipment - and is only useful for wide area

detection, i.e. at large stand-off distances to detect dangerous areas, but not individual

mines [33]. However, in this case local information about the ground structure may not

be available. A further disadvantage for the active types is that a relatively long exposure

time (of around 12 minutes) is required before measurements can be taken [36] and this,

combined with a need for a very high source level, is potentially harmful to humans.

2.3.6 Computed Tomography

Computed tomography, where the word tomography means "a picture in a plane", is used

in a number of forms for applications such as optical inverse scattering [39], medical

imaging [40] and geophysics [41]. Generally this method uses an array scanning system,

in the case of geophysics typically a manually scanned pair of transducers.

The basic idea is that a propagation model is assumed to solve the inverse problem on the

acquired data in order to find the position and shape of scattering sources in the search

space. In practice it assumed that the received data consists of a convolution of the

transmitted wave and the object distribution in the subspace with the Greens function for

a homogenous background [42].
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The diffraction tomography method usually assumes a loss-less medium and ideal point

sources and scatterers and also usually assumes a resolution that is much smaller than the

objects that are being detected. Unfortunately none of these can be guaranteed for

landmine detection in soil.

2.3.7 ElectricalImpedanceTomography

This method uses low level electrical currents to characterise the conductivity of the

ground. A block diagram of the basic system is shown in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 Block diagram of an Electrical Impedance Tomography System

An array of electrodes are placed into or on the ground, stimulated in pairs and the data is

post-processed to produce a conductivity image [43] [44]. A metal or non-metallic mine

will disturb the conductivity distribution in the ground. Typically the current level is

around 1rna and the frequency is around 1KHz [45].
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The major drawback of this technique is that it needs to be in contact with the ground and

thus risks detonating mines. It is also not useful for very dry ground, is sensitive to

electrical noise and ineffective for detecting deeply buried mines [46].

2.3.8 X-ray Backscatter

X-ray backscatter, also known as Compton Backscatter Imaging (CBI), is similar to

conventional X-ray medical radiography except that, rather than detecting photons that

have passed through an object, the photons that are backscattered are detected [47]. For

land-mine detection transmission operation is impractical unless a radioactive source

could be somehow buried under the mined area, but this raises many environmental

concerns [48].

The conventional CBI approach is to selectively detect only those photons that have

scattered from one object utilising a collimated source and an uncollimated detector. An

example system utilising an electron-scanning beam is depicted in Figure 2-9.

This method has been shown to produce good results in landmine detection, but only in

highly idealised circumstances such as a perfectly flat planar surface with homogenous

dielectric properties [49]. In addition the penetration depth is relatively poor, being

limited at around 5cm, and the imaging acquisition time is prohibitive for practical de-

mining [50].

An alternative approach called Lateral Migration Radiography has been recently

proposed [51] that utilises large area scintillating detectors of both the collimated and

uncollimated type which allows the source strength and the imaging time to be decreased

whilst increasing the detection depth to 10 cm. Development and experimentation with

this system is continuing with the aim of incorporating it into a vehicle-mounted system.
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Figure 2-9 Block diagram of X-ray backscatter system

2.3.9 Acoustics/Seismic Methods

This is a mechanical approach that effectively vibrates mines with sound or seismic

waves and detects the results with laser Doppler or Ultrasonic vibrometers [52]. The

method relies on a high-vibration contrast between porous soils and non-porous land

mines which does not exist to the same extent with rocks, roots and other man-made

objects including metal and concrete. The key is that when the mine soil interface is

radiated with a dual frequency sound wave, a difference frequency is generated due to the

non-linear interaction between mine and soil [53]. This difference frequency is detected

and the direct incident reflection (from the air soil interface for example) can be ignored,

thus in theory a zero false alarm rate could be achieved [54]. The proposed system

would probably be airborne and utilise an off-the-shelf loudspeaker for the transmitting

source.
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The technique is however limited in depth to around 30cm and is severely limited in

dense vegetation [54]. However, unlike most other proposed technologies discussed in

the preceding and succeeding sections this technique does not exploit electromagnetic

properties and therefore it offers advantages when used in conjunction with an 'optimal'

electromagnetic sensor such as GPR. Weather and dampness do not limit it and, unlike

electromagnetic techniques, it can detect effectively in extremely wet terrain such as

swamps and paddy fields [55] (a significant landmine problem exists in the paddy fields

of Cambodia [56]).

2.3.10 NuclearQuadrupoleResonance

Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) is similar to magnetic resonance screening (MRI)

used extensively in medical scanning [57][58][59]. MRI uses a magnetic field to align

the nuclei of the material under test and detects the weak magnetic field that is emitted

when the stimulus is removed and the nuclei relax. Analogously in NQR a particular

sequence of radio frequency (RF) pulses at a specially selected frequency causes the

nuclei of the explosive to resonate and a coil can detect the induced electrical potential. A

block diagram of a basic NQR system for landmine detection is shown in Figure 2-10. It

operates in close proximity to the ground and so is firmly a hand held or local detection

device.

This technique is particularly attractive because it is noise limited, unlike GPR which

tends to be clutter limited (as will be shown in sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.1 of Chapter 4)

[60]. In other words, NQR is looking for a unique target signature that is not

'accidentally' present in other surrounding objects, therefore it is not limited by spurious

returns from other objects (clutter), but by its ability to deal with purely random

interference (noise). Very importantly it can, in theory, achieve a near perfect (zero)

False Alarm Rate for certain explosives such as RDX and tetryl [60].

Although the process is a little slow it works well in detecting RDX explosive, but

unfortunately most landmines are constructed with TNT whose nuclear properties take

longer to align and even then produce only very weak electrical potentials. If the

explosive mine is encased in metal the RF signals will not penetrate the casing and the

process fails. Furthermore the noise limit is a problem, due to radio frequency

interference (RFI), from, for example AM transmissions [60].
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GPR consists of either a single antenna or an antenna array that emits a short or swept

frequency electromagnetic (EM) pulse and measures reflections caused by dielectric

discontinuities in the ground [61]. The resolution achievable is proportional to the

wavelength employed. The shorter the wavelength, the greater the resolution, however

the trade-off is that at higher frequencies the penetration depth decreases. This will be

explained further in Chapter 4.
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In-contact operation of GPR avoids ground reflection and refraction. However, even if

the ground were sufficiently smooth and clear to permit in-contact operation, there would

be a very high risk of setting off trigger devices. Most proposed GPR systems for

landmine detection therefore operate at a stand-off distance from the ground.
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GPR has several advantages over other mine detection technologies. Because it detects

dielectric discontinuities it can succeed, where metal detectors fail, in detecting a wide

range of mine cases such as those listed in Table 2-1. The wavelength required for

penetration to mine detection depth happens to be similar or less than the typical

landmine dimensions, i.e. 5 to 30cm. The technology design is flexible to different

operating scenarios. For example, it can operate in a lightweight hand-held device, on a

vehicle or in remote wide area reconnaissance and in all these situations, because

transmission, propagation and receipt of EM pulses is very fast it can search very quickly

compared to other techniques. Nonetheless GPR faces significant operational difficulties,

the main ones being the problem of clutter and classification.

Volume clutter caused by natural ground inhomogeneities, such as roots and rocks, and

surface clutter due to the air/ground interface tends to interfere or mask the wanted signal

in GPR. These will be examined and quantified more fully in the following two chapters

along with possible solutions to these problems offered by and developed for the RASOR

system.

Classification is defined here as the task of automatically determining the type of

detection that has been made. Four levels of sophistication could be envisaged:

1. Something has been detected.

2. Something man-made has been detected.

3. A mine has been detected.

4. A PMA3 anti-personnel mine has been detected.

Classification performance is a challenge for most of the sensors highlighted above and

almost all are at level 1 [62]. However, a number of promising signal processing and

system design options will also be described which offer the potential for overcoming

these difficulties.

2.3.12 Sensor Data Fusion

Fusion methods are generally categorised as decision level, feature level or data level

[63]. The majority of work to date in mine detection fusion has utilised decision level

fusion whereby each individual sensor in the suite provides a detection decision from
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which an overall decision is made. Data and feature level decision techniques are less

mature. The state-of-the-art in fusion is typically that of individually designed sensor

systems that have been combined onto a single platform, such as the HST AMIDS hand-

held system under development for the US army that utilises a GPR detector and an EM!

detector.

It is generally accepted that a successful mine detection and classification system will

utilise sensor data fusion from a variety of detection methods. It is likely that the optimal

landmine detector will in fact fuse together the data a variety of sensors to reach a

detection decision [9][64]. A system is envisaged that combines the fast search speeds of

GPR (section 2.3.11) and Metal Detectors (section 2.3.3) and calls on the strong

classification performance of NQR (section 2.3.10) when a possible detection has been

made. This could be enhanced perhaps with an Acoustic sensor (section 2.3.9) for those

situations where electromagnetic detection is impossible. A solution would offer the holy

grail of land mine detection or indeed of any detection system; a fast search speed with a

perfect ROC curve. However, there remains scope for improving the GPR state-of-the-art

system, so that GPR may become the senior partner in this sensor partnership in terms of

detection ability and perhaps even classification.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter has briefly outlined the problems associated with landmines and their

detection. Current humanitarian de-mining techniques give slow clearance rates and an

improvement in detection technology could make a significant difference. In the

military, improvements m detection and location techniques would also have great

operational advantage.

New technologies for improving detection and classification have been described and it

is concluded that GPR has significant advantages over other techniques in terms of

search rate, resolution and flexibility and also its ability to detect modem landmines with

very low metallic content. The outstanding problems with the GPR approach that need

to be improved are its ability to operate in cluttered environments, to adapt to the

different types of environments and to enhance classification performance.
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3 Ground Penetrating Radar
This chapter considers the different transmission, reception and processing techniques

commonly employed in Ground Penetrating Radar systems. A brief introduction to the

RASOR scheme outlines the theoretical and operational concepts highlighting their

advantages in comparison with the other ground penetrating radar techniques. Full

analysis of the RASOR system is given in Chapter 4. GPR can be operated with the

antennas in contact with the ground or in a non-contact mode. For the land-mine

detection RASOR is non-contact and hence descriptions are mainly applied to non-

contact GPR.

3.1 GPR Overview

After Electromagnetic Induction, GPR is probably the most mature sub-surface probing

technology available. However, it is still at a reasonably early stage of development in

land mine detection because only relatively recently has the problem environment been

more fully understood [1]

CONTROLLER

PULSE
GENERATOR

DATA
AQUISITlON

ANTENNA

AIR

Figure 3-1 Generic Ground Penetrating Radar system

An example of a generic non-contact GPR System is shown in Figure 3-1. The antennas

are positioned either close to or on the surface and an electromagnetic pulse or swept
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frequency signal is transmitted. Provided the pulse has sufficient power, it will penetrate

the ground, undergoing refraction at the air/soil interface and be reflected from the target

back to the receiving antenna following path A. Assuming the losses that the pulse under

goes during this propagation are small enough to preserve a detectable SNR, then the

received signal will pass through a low noise amplifier stage, be digitised, processed and

displayed. The various loss mechanisms will be elucidated later.

Difficulties in GPR arise from coupling and clutter, which can be summarised as being

due to paths B, C and D in Figure 3-1. Path B shows the reflection at the ground - air

interface due to the very large dielectric contrast that is typically between 2 to 4, but can

be as large as 20 for certain soil conditions. This is often referred to as surface clutter

and it represents one of the major difficulties with GPR particularly when reception of

this signal overlaps with the signal reflected from a target, which is often the case for

shallowly buried mines. Surface clutter also means that the dynamic range of the receiver

must be sufficient to deal with the (very large) surface 'bounce', whilst still detecting the

low-level signal scatterers in the ground.

Some GPR systems attempt to minimise the surface bounce by having the array located

just above the ground, however in landmine detection this increases the risk of activating

trip wires as well as the mines themselves [2]. A number of signal processing techniques

have been proposed in the literature to mitigate the air ground reflection such as a

background subtraction, windowed average subtraction, horizontal high pass filtering,

model estimates and the discrete wavelet transform [3] [4] [5] [6]. These are evaluated in

more detail in Chapter 4.

Path C is due to the direct coupling between antennas, which again can mask the wanted

reflected signal. However, with careful system design and range gating this effect can be

largely eliminated as will be shown in Chapter 5.

Path D occurs due to various other dielectric discontinuities in the ground caused by

rocks, roots, voids and other inhomegenieties. This is often referred to as volume clutter

and three notable difficulties arise as a consequence. Firstly, the clutter reflection can

occur in the same range gate as the target reflection resulting in bearing ambiguity. This

can be minimised by use of antenna arrays and signal processing focusing technique as
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will be shown in Section 4.3.2. Secondly the clutter reflection could occur in path A

causing the target to be shadowed or obscured. Again, use of an antenna array to

illuminate the target in different directions can mitigate this effect. The third difficulty

that volume clutter (and in fact surface clutter) poses is when the clutter point, ie. rock or

root, has similar electrical or dimensional properties to that of a landmine. In effect this is

a typical classification problem and an interesting challenge for GPR.

The following section looks at the typical choices available for each part of the generic

system shown in Figure 3-1.

3.1.1 Antennas

GPR can operate monostatically, where the same antenna is used for transmission and

reception. However, this represents difficulties because of the very short pulse

propagation time. Consequently very fast switching between transmitting and receiver

configuration is needed. Bistatic or multistatic operation is preferable where one or more

antennas transmit and a separate antenna, or antenna array, receives.

The antennas require a large fractional bandwidth to achieve the required resolution and a

linear phase response. Polarisation is normally fixed although circular and cross polarised

antennas have been proposed to exploit the polarisation characteristics of certain targets

[7]. The directivity of the aperture needs to be such that energy is radiated only in the

required direction with minimum sidelobes and cross coupling, i.e. path C described

above. Another important consideration is the robustness of the antenna particularly

when the GPR is operated very close to the surface. Antenna horns are widely used in

GPR applications because of their wide bandwidths and high directive gain [8] [9].

However their relative size and cost compared to other solutions mean they are not

particularly suitable for large arrays. Other element designs that have been proposed for

GPR are dipoles, bi-conical antennas and bow-tie antennas [10] [11] [12].

It is likely that arrays of antenna elements will become the favoured approach in GPR for

landmine detection, particularly vehicle mounted systems, because of the greater spatial

coverage and beamforming advantages that this gives. However, the use of wide

bandwidth antenna arrays means that the simple phase shift beamforming, used for

narrowband arrays, is no longer suitable and therefore more complex, and potentially
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more costly, beam steering schemes are required. It will be shown how post-reception

focusing can overcome this limitation, at least for the transmit path. Another

consideration when using wideband arrays, as opposed to narrow band arrays, is the

potential for increased interference noise over the bandwidth.

3.1.2 Pulsetypes.

For a particular GPR application, the signal processing method will determine the choice

of pulse waveform to be used or vice versa. The two are strongly inter-dependent.

Several pulse modulation techniques are available each with advantages and

disadvantages.

3.1.2.1 Impulse
The impulse or baseband pulse is the favoured pulse in many GPR systems because of its

relative simplicity and low cost [13]. Typically the pulse is between a few nano seconds

down to a few hundred pico seconds in length usually with a peak amplitude of 20 to

200V. This corresponds to a frequency spectrum of several hundred MHz to 1-2GHz.

The high frequency content provides good spatial resolution, for example at 2GHz the

resolution achieved in soil with relative permittivity of 3 would be approximately 9cm.

An important consideration with this method is the reliability and jitter' not only of the

transmitter device but also for the receiver, which is generally a sampling device (see

section 3.1.3).

3.1.2.2 FrequencyModulated Continuous Wave(FM-CW)
This method is used as an alternative to impulse radar as it allows better control of the

spectral shape of the transmitted signal [14]. A basic block diagram of the scheme is

shown in Figure 3-2. A continuously changing carrier frequency is linearly swept across

the bandwidth. The received signal is mixed with the transmitted signal to produce a beat

frequency, which yields directly the time delay of the reflected signal and hence the

range, R, to the target using the equation:

( 3-1)

Where v is the speed of propagation

Ji is the minimum frequency

h is the maximum frequency

T is the period of the sweep fromJi toh
and6fis the difference frequency between transmitted and received signals

I Jitter is defined as the short-term deviation from the ideal timing of an event.
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A discriminator is included to avoid negative difference frequencies when the sweep

resets.

Output Discriminator

Receiver Transmitter

Figure 3-2 Basic block diagram of a FM-CW radar

The linearity of the sweep is a key factor in determining the system performance of a

FM-CW system. As the non-linearity increases the effect is to broaden the width of the

difference frequency spectrum and therefore reduce the achievable resolution.

3.1.2.3 Synthesisedwaveforms
This is a frequency domain technique similar to FM-CW. In effect an impulse waveform

is synthesised by the transmission of a sequential series of frequencies. The frequency

spacing synthesises the impulse repetition rate and the envelope synthesises the impulse

shape. This method is very useful for matching the pulse to the antenna to avoid ringing

and reduces the maximum pulse power by distributing the power across the frequency

spectrum [15]. However, this method must maintain an accurate relative phase relation

between spectral lines and this is difficult to achieve in real-time operation [13].

3.1.2.4 Singlefrequency techniques
This is used in some holography systems where the target is radiated at a single

frequency from a number of antenna positions in order to construct an image from the

response [16]. This technique has tended to be unsuccessful in GPR as the use of a single

frequency tends to give low range resolution [17].
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3.1.3 Dataacquisition

In Impulse GPR, a sequential sampling receiver is typically used to capture the received

signal. This technique, also known as equivalent time sampling, utilises a very fast

sample and hold circuit that incrementally captures a sample of the waveform at each

pulse repetition until the required waveform or A-Scan has been obtained. Normally a

synchronising pulse from the transmitter triggers the sampling receiver. The sampling

increment, t, must be selected to respect the Nyquist criteria,

t < 1/(2 x Bandwidth) ( 3-2)

In practise the sample rate is normally selected to be well above the bandwidth [13] in

order to reduce the required roll-off of the anti-aliasing filter. Thus the sampling

increment needed to sample a 1GHz bandwidth at say five times the bandwidth would be

10-9
t=-=200ps

5
( 3-3)

Jitter should be no more than around 10% of the sampling interval to avoid excessive

noise on the waveform. Even so high-speed sampling tends to give a low signal to noise

ratio compared to other techniques and a low dynamic range. A series of sample A-scans

from a number of transmissions can be averaged to improve the dynamic range, but this

will reduce the scan rate.

This method in essence down converts the incoming RF signal to a data rate determined

by the pulse repetition rate. A drawback with this sampling method is that the sequential

sampling tends to increase overall scanning time and is also wasteful of transmitted RF

power. For example, to capture a single A-scan containing 512 samples would require

512 transmissions which, at a pulse repetition rate of 100KHz, would take:

. 512
scan time = = 5.l2ms

100x103
( 3-4)

An alternative to equivalent time sampling is to use a high-speed flash ADC converter to

sample the RF signal in real time. Commercial off the shelf units have been used in

RASOR that are capable of sampling at 8GSa/s with 8-bits of dynamic range and over

1.5GHz bandwidth are available [18] and further performance in the near future is

anticipated [19]. Generally as sampling speeds increase the number of bits of dynamic
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range decreases. The overall noise figure of these devices can be improved by employing

a time varying gain prior to digitisation typically using a low noise amplifier with gain

adjustment. A major difficulty with these devices in real time systems is data throughput,

which can cause a bottleneck at the output of the sampling device, particularly for the

short pulse repetition interval employed in GPR.

The FM-CW received pulse is acquired via an In-phase/Quadrature (VQ) mixer pair to

derive the beat or intermediate frequency (IF). This provides the amplitude and phase of

the received signal for further signal processing. Provided that the sweep linearity is

maintained and the output frequency is stable, then the FM-CW technique has greater

dynamic range than for the impulse receiver. There are also other considerations for a

good FM-CW receiver design, which are generally related to the component variation

characteristics [20] [21]. However, these can be affected by environmental considerations

such as antenna to surface separation.

Synthesised waveform pulse receivers employ a similar mixing receiver to that used for

FM-CW pulses [15]. Again, a difference frequency is generated, usually via a network

analyser, which is then inverse Fourier transformed into the time domain for post

processing. This method utilises a relatively low bandwidth and so the receiver SNR is

much greater than for impulse radars.

3.1.4 Signal processing

Signal processing, as defined here, encompasses the range of methods that are available

for manipulating the received signals to achieve the ultimate aim - a detection decision

with low probability of false alarm. GPR signal processing techniques can be separated

by their application into three broad categories of data processing and presentation: A-

scan processing, B-scan processing and C-scan processing.

An A-scan is a set of time samples collected from one position of an antenna or antenna

pair. The co-ordinate system for an A-scan is shown in Figure 3-3 where the z direction

is perpendicular to the antenna. Figure 3-4 shown a typical A-scan time series (taken

from the RASOR system).
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z

Figure 3-3 A-scan co-ordinate system
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Figure 3-4 Typical A-scan waveform

A-scan processing IS applied to individual time series signals normally to remove

unwanted artefacts and enhance the wanted features prior to more sophisticated

processing. Examples of A scan processing are:

• Offset removal to ensure that the mean value of the signal is zero over the time

duration of the signal,

• Averaging of repeated A-scans data gathers to improve the signal to noise ratio of the

time series,

• Filtering to remove undesirable frequency components from the time series,

• Background subtraction to remove the potentially troublesome surface bounce,

• Deconvolution or matched filtering to extract target 'spikes' from the data.

B-scans comprise of a series of A-scans that have been collected at spatially separated

antenna positions in order to reveal information about a two dimensional space. The
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horizontal axis normally denotes distance and the vertical access is expressed in time as

shown in Figure 3-5. A representation of a B-scan is shown in Figure 3-6.

x

z

Figure 3-5 B-scan co-ordinate system
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Figure 3-6 Representation of a B-scan plot

Processing methods are traditionally based around migration techniques originally

developed in seismic surveying [22] [23] or synthetic aperture techniques [24] [25].

Image processing techniques such as hyperbola estimation and wavelet-based target

feature detection can also be applied on B-scan data [26] [27].

A C-scan processing operates on a x-y plane at a specific depth, z, or a series of depths of

z to provide a 3D image of a data set. The co-ordinate representation of a C-scan is

shown in Figure 3-7. Many of the techniques applicable to B-scan processing are also

applicable to C-scan processing. The RASOR spot focusing technique is in essence a C-

scan processing method using electronic scanning to image a 3D space as shown in

Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-7 C-scan co-ordinate system

Figure 3-8 C-scan image (from RASOR)

3.2 System Designs for Target Detection

The previous section has shown that there are a variety of GPR design trade-offs that can

be considered in order to achieve the design aim: detection and classification of

landmines with a low Probability of False Alarm (PFA) and high Probability of

Detection (PD). These design decisions will usually be dictated by the nature of the

feature extraction or classification that is being attempted. This section looks at different

approaches to classification and where appropriate highlights the type of system design

that this mandates.

3.2.1 Polarisation Discrimination

The polarisation characteristics of man-made materials can enhance the discrimination

between target and clutter. The formula for the scattering matrix is given by [28]
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( 3-5)

where

E; and E~ are the received field components

E: and E: are the transmitted field components

S is the scattering matrix

The scattering matrix is the fundamental characteristic of the scattering object and

determines how much of a certain type of polarisation is reflected. If a linear polarisation

is employed at the antenna element it is assumed E: will be horizontally polarised (H)
t

and E2 is vertically polarised (V) then the scattering matrix will become

(3-6)

Where

HH: horizontal polarisation transmitted, Horizontal polarisation received

HV: horizontal polarisation transmitted, Vertical polarisation received

VH: Vertical polarisation transmitted, Horizontal polarisation received

VV: Vertical polarisation transmitted, Vertical polarisation received

It has been shown that scattering from long linear objects such as plastic pipes produces a

strong scattering with an orthogonal polarisation to the transmission [29]. For example, a

horizontally polarised transmission results in the HV term dominating the scattering

matrix. Thus by using cross dipole antennas it is possible to discriminate this type of

target provided the antenna is polarised correctly with respect to the target orientation. It

is possible that plastic landmines, being regularly shaped man-made objects, may be

discriminated using this technique too and some success has been reported at detecting

AP mines in a 'pseudo' mine-field using a circularly polarised spiral antenna [30].

Cross dipoles have been suggested as a suitable antenna for polarisation detection,

although it has been suggested [31] that the search sweep would need to be repeated with

the crossed dipole axially rotated in order to detect pipes at unknown origins. However,

this seems unnecessary because the crossed dipole configuration can be electrically
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rotated in any direction, at the expense of more sophisticated control hardware and

processing software [32].

There are practical difficulties with this method. Variation in coupling between crossed

dipoles due to variations in the ground impedance can be troublesome. Circular

polarisation has been proposed as a method for electronically rotating the polarisation.

However, this is generally associated with steady state CW transmissions and their

response to impulse waveforms is complex. Normally several impulse transmissions

would be required to establish a circular polarised state thus increasing search time [33].

3.2.2 Target Resonance

This method is based on the assumption that every object has a unique resonance [34,35].

The back scattered signals can be expanded using the singularity expansion technique in

which each singularity corresponds to a resonance [36]. The waveform is represented as

a summation of exponential terms
N

r(t) = LaieS,!
1

(3-7)

where,

r(t) is the received waveform

Si is the natural complex resonance

N is the number of resonances

a, is a multiplying coefficient

In a lossy medium the high frequency information is low and so this method is very

vulnerable in low SNR conditions. Furthermore knowledge of every targets characteristic

is required a priori for the identification to be possible, because the natural resonance

depends upon the dimensions and construction of the target [37]. Nonetheless this

method could be viable as a complementary classification tool in a GPR imaging system

such as RASOR, where a list of all known target resonance signatures are held in a look-

up library.

3.2.3 Microwave Holography and Synthetic Aperture Techniques

Microwave holography makes use of a scanning antenna or an antenna array to provide

three-dimensional imaging of concealed objects. Techniques have been proposed using

single frequency holography by Anderson [38], however these tend to have poor range
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resolution and the need to scan a single antenna to multiple positions severely reduces

search speeds. Several researchers have proposed multi-frequency holography using

swept frequency techniques [39][40][41] thus improving range and azimuth resolution,

but search rate remains slow due to the sequential nature of the scanning and the

techniques tend only to be applicable in the far field. In addition the highly directive

antennas available at the time of the research were rather cumbersome.

Multi-frequency holography using impulses, rather than swept frequencies, have been

proposed and developed by Osumi [42][43][44]. An experimental system has been

constructed for the detection of buried pipes in soil. A pair of dipole antennas is scanned

point by point over two dimensions, operating in-contact with the soil, with a pulse

centre frequency of 450MHz and a 350MHz bandwidth. The image reconstruction

principles are based on Kirchoff scalar diffraction theory to effectively estimate the

complex amplitude reflectance p(x) at focusing points in the ground from a transmitted

pulse utt) and a set of recorded returns {S(Xr.I)) where x; is the mid point between the

transmit position, xr; and the receiver position XR as shown in Figure 3-9.

~antennas~

y~._j~[_--~--Elil_~x

z

Figure 3-9 Holographic imaging geometry

From diffraction theory the formula for a given received signal is
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1 e-a(/,+I,) ( I -I r
S(Xr,t)=-Ifp(x) ( ) xu' t-_I .u: dy

2Jrv II vSIr

(3-8)

Where

a is the soil attenuation

v is the propagation velocity

u' is the time derivative of the transmitted pulse

It and l, are the lengths of the transmit and receive paths respectively

The image reconstruction then becomes a problem of finding a test function h(x,t) that

can be correlated with the set of received signals
.....

b(x) = If JS(xr,t)h(x-xr,t)dtdxrdYr (3-9)

The test function is optimised such that the image function has a maximum value at the

focusing point and is close to zero everywhere else [42]. b(x) is known as the image

function and is effectively a measure of the object reflectance.

The horizontal resolution has been shown empirically to be dependent on aperture length,

permittivity and antenna directivity [44] with a horizontal resolution of approximately

O.2mbeing typical.

3.2.4 Spot Focusing

Near-field multi-static 20 spot focusing in subsurface radar was first proposed by

Benjamin [45]. It uses similar synthetic aperture and holographic concepts to those

described in the previous section, but with a two dimensional real aperture array that is

synthetically organised via electrical switching (rather than the monostatic or bistatic

approach with manual scanning). Figure 3-10 demonstrates the spot focusing method.

The transmitting elements launch an ultra-wideband pulse. Path delays are applied to

either the transmitter or receiver (or both) such that the array acts as a lens to focus a

small volume element or vortex in to the ground sometimes known as a resolution or

focusing cell. A key aspect of this method is that the correct time delay needs to be

calculated and introduced between each receiver so that the signals coming from the

element add constructively.
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Figure 3-10 Spot Focusing

Conventional active phased array methods aim to scan a large volume with a small

aperture by steering the transmitted beam [46]. Spot focusing differs from conventional

phased arrays in two important respects. Firstly, unlike in conventional receive arrays,

spot focusing occurs only on the receive data. The transmitter or transmitters launch the

pulse perpendicularly to the array thus illuminating all volume elements within the

antenna's field of view' in one go. The second important difference with conventional

phased arrays is that the time delays applied to the antenna elements are not linearly

increasing from one receiver to the next, but are directly proportional to the three

dimensional position of the volume element and the round trip velocity of the pulse

propagation.

3.3 Introducing RASOR

RASOR is a practical implementation of near field spot focusing. The following sections

give an overview of RASOR and introduce its key theoretical performance and

operational characteristics. These will be evaluated and validated in practice in

subsequent chapters.

I Field of view could be regarded as the solid angle where signal is observed above the antenna's half-
power beamwidths.
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3.3.1 System Concept

RASOR concentrates on non-contact operation with a 2D planar in-air array. Non-

contact operation is essential due to the operational hazards of the environment,

principally mine detonation, but also trip wires, undulating ground and dense vegetation.

Figure 3-11 shows the RASOR schematic in one dimension as a linear array, though it

would generally be implemented as a planar array.

¢=:::lAMPLITUDE WEIGHTS

c:;:::J ~ ~ ¢=:::l TIME ALIGNMENT

I\U4 I\Us 1\U6

Figure 3-11 RASOR schematic in one dimension

All elements of the array transmit a wideband pulse in turn; all elements sharing any

operationally relevant 3D field of view with the current transmit element then record the

received signal. By predicting the path delay from the transmit antenna via any desired

resolution cell to any receiving antenna, it is then possible to retrospectively extract and
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time-align all the signals from the resolution cell. The return associated with this

resolution cell is therefore:

(3-10)

where Vi(t) is the signal received from path i, N is the number of paths associated with

the resolution cell, Wi is a weighting factor associated with the attenuation, spreading

losses and susceptibility to clutter along path i, and T, is the path delay associated with

the trip to and from the resolution cell. Examples of practical weightings will be

described in detail in Chapter 4. Knowledge of this path delay requires estimation of the

in-ground propagation velocity and will of course ultimately fail if the ground is highly

inhomogenous (this will also be explained more fully in Chapter 4). As shown above,

the return associated with the resolution cell is computed by integrating the power in the

sum of time-aligned and weighted signals, over a window corresponding to the transmit

pulse width. This process is repeated for all resolution cells.

A rather exaggerated example of the alignment process is shown in Figure 3-12. Figure

3-12 (a) shows a set of three received A-scan signals obtained from three antenna

positions. The scattering from a target will appear at different points in these A-scans due

to the different propagation times. Figure 3-12 (b) shows the signals after they have been

time aligned for a particular focusing cell corresponding to the target position. Figure

3-12 (c) shows the focused signal after the A-scans have been added together. The target

signals have added constructively, i.e. are coherently combined whereas the noise will in

general combine incoherently.

In practice of course the target signal will not be so obviously discernible in any

particular A-scan. In practice only after the focusing process is complete will the signal

be distinguishable from the background noise and clutter. The more received signals that

are received then the greater the constructive effect of the process. Inother words for any

particular focusing point the processing gain of the system over background noise is

directly proportional to the number of unique antenna measurements that have the

resolution cell within its field of view. This will be explained further in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3-12 Example of time alignment and focusing (a) received signals, (b) time aligned signals, (c)

focused signal

It is important to note that this is a fundamentally different mode of operation to

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technique. RASOR generates distinct signals from all

possible combinations of transmit and receive elements forming a fully-populated array

(quite unlike [47], for example). In contrast, SAR usually relies upon vehicle movement)

to generate a complete array aperture - this reduces the physical size of the array but

consequentially loses valuable information from bistatic paths. The utilisation of

information from the large number of independent bistatic paths gives RASOR greater

immunity to clutter, since scattering angles and paths are diversified, at the cost of using

a large, fully-populated antenna array.

1 In practical systems a linear array would be attached to the front of a vehicle.
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Figure 3-11 shows, in one dimension, the set of antenna elements that can observe a

given resolution cell in the ground (in one plane), including the effect of refraction, but,

for simplicity representing the antenna element pattern by a single uniform main lobe,

without sidelobes. This is covered in more detail in Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5. With N

elements, there are N2 possible bistatic paths, however duplexing problems make it

unattractive to receive on the transmitting element and, since the total bistatic path would

be the same if the transmit and receive function were interchanged, there are in fact

N(N - 1)/2 unique paths per resolution cell. The ability to identify the individual signals

corresponding to these distinct paths offers important new signal-processing options for

clutter reduction that will be described in Chapter 4.

A higher pulse central frequency permits a higher bandwidth and lower relative

wavelength in the ground, good distinction of shallowly-buried targets from surface

reflections, good backscatter from small targets, and high processing gain for a given size

of array. A lower frequency, however, offers good ground penetration and greater

tolerance of surface roughness [48]. The illustrative sample design described below

compromises on a centre frequency of 1 GHz. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that this

frequency gives just sufficient resolution for the detection and localisation of small

plastic AP mines in many soil types. It therefore provides good immunity against

smaller clutter objects (whose scattering cross section reduces according to the fourth

power of the object's electrical size).

3.3.2 Proposed Design

There are a number of system parameters that can be varied to alter the performance of

this system. Optimisation is difficult without the ability to 'fix' some parameters initially,

though these may be varied at a later stage. As a starting point for system analysis and

based on practical design considerations a horizontal rectangular array at 0.75 Aa spacing

was suggested, where Aa is the pulse's centre-frequency wavelength in air of 30cm.

Selection of antenna element spacing is a trade-off. Large element spacing reduces

mutual coupling between antenna elements. Too wide a spacing may not give sufficient

overlapping paths for focusing and thus reduces processing gain. It also risks introducing

grating lobes due to spatial under-sampling.
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An array-to-ground spacing of 2Aa and an element beam-width of M5° implies an array

width of ±2Aa, merely to focus onto the surface centre-line. To cover the in-soil

divergence of the beam, a further ±2Aa is provided, sufficient to maintain full gain and

resolution for virtually any practical refractive index and burial depth, e.g. 66 em at a

refractive index of 5, with Aa=30 cm. This requires an array width of 8 elements. To

reduce mutual coupling further, these could be arranged in two interleaved sets of four

coplanar elements, spaced at 1.5Aa centre-to-centre, separated along the length of the

array by 0.375Aa, maintaining an effective 0.75Aa length-wise spacing as shown in Figure

3-13.

Naming each set of four elements a "column", 18 columns cover a sweep-width of 2 m.

To focus with full gain onto the extremities of this sweep, a further seven columns are

placed beyond each end, giving 32 columns and a size of approximately 3.5m by 1.75m

(32 columns of 4 elements, 128 elements in total). Through application of the focussing

process described above, the array generates a picture of a 2m wide vertical scan

underneath its major axis. This can be considered to be a C-scan (see section 3.1.4),

orientated in x-z plane. As the vehicle is swept forward additional vertical scans are

obtained I every 10cm building up a 3D image of the soil.

3.5m
ELEMENTS

Figure 3-13: Array and stack of three scanned planes.

In the ground, the convergence angle e (from Figure 3-10) is reduced by refraction,

approximately as 11i (where E is the dielectric constant of the ground). It has been

1 A set of 3 simple ultrasound or infra-red distance sensors can record the mean height and orientation of
the array to the ground. Simple mechanical actuators would control the approximate position of the array
and any departures from the ideal array position can be allowed for in processing.
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postulated [49] that a lateral resolution of AI 28w:uld be achieved. The depth of focus,

2% W [49] increases (is degraded) as i, but only up to the point where it is limited by

the pulse-length in the ground, nAa/(2i), where n is the number of cycles in the pulse

length. This is dealt with in more detail in Section 0 of Chapter 4.

3.3.3 Operational Scenario

In deriving the RASOR system concepts thought has been given to the practicalities of an

operational GPR system for landmine detection.

3.3.3.1 Search Rate
When advancing into an uncleared area, the array would be mounted on a boom ahead of

the vehicle and a swathe 2m wide would be cleared as shown in Figure 3-14.

The vehicle might be built to be immune to anti-personnel mines. If anti-tank mines

have to be faced, its speed would be limited by the need to stop before it is over a mine.

A boom extension of Srn, and a braking rate of 0.2SG, would permit an upper-limit speed

of 18km1hr (assuming automatic warning and application of the brakes). A tracked

vehicle with a 10m boom and a braking rate of 1G would permit a speed of 50 km/hr,

and this speed could clearly also be used freely by a vehicle with a laterally projecting

array, to extend the periphery of a cleared area .

. . . .. ... .. . .. . . . . ... . .. ..... . .. ... ... ... ..... . .. . ... . . . .. .... ... .. . .....

.... .. .. . ... .. .________________________ cW~..{J....;.:;,,:..::...:::..~::.L· _~...:_~_._: _._: .,'.. ~_~ _~...:_c

Figure 3-14 Vehicle mounted Array

The overall mine clearance rate is however likely to be determined by the time taken to

respond to the putative mines discovered, be they real or false alarms. Hence a more

modest speed v of 5 m/s (18 km/hr i.e. 11.2 mph) is assumed below.

3.3.3.2 The Effect of Vehicle Motion
A 30 cm advance of the vehicle, in the time taken to collect the data to generate a 30 cm

thick stack of three 2m wide vertical scans, is equivalent to an 8.60 right-to-left skew of
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these vertical scans. The data collection can be arranged so that it sweeps from left to

right across the array, allowing for this tilt compensates for vehicle motion and so

maintains data coherence. A vehicle speed of v = 5 mls allows 60 ms to collect one such

three-scan data "frame", in parallel with processing the data from the preceding frame.

This represents a data collection and real time processing challenge and will be discussed

further in subsequent chapters.

3.4 Conclusions

This chapter has described the hardware and processing that make up a generic GPR

system. Alternative system designs have been considered with an evaluation of the their

respective advantages and disadvantages.

An outline of the theoretical concepts of RASOR GPR has been given. Its advantages

have been highlighted over other GPR in the field of landmine detection, with regards to

search rate, resolution and performance against clutter, showing it to be worthy of further

evaluation.
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4 Analysis of Real Aperture Synthetically
Organised Radar

This chapter will develop the RASOR system concepts more rigorously using analytical

modelling supported by early concept proving experiments conducted in a controlled

environment. First the principles of electromagnetic propagation and the electrical

properties of various soils are introduced. The various loss, de-correlation, and clutter

mechanisms are then analysed and the novel solutions that RASOR offers to mitigate

these effects are introduced.

4.1 Fundamentals

4.1.1 Principles of Electromagnetic Propagation

Radar is based on the propagation of electromagnetic waves, where energy is transmitted

in the form of an electromagnetic field. An electromagnetic wave consists of an electric

field intensity E and a magnetic field intensity H that vary normal to each other and

transversely to the direction of propagation as predicted by Maxwell's equations [1].

Figure 4-1 shows a planar electromagnetic field that could be observed at some distance

from the radiating antenna.

z

x

Figure 4-1 Plane wave propagation

The wavelength, A, is the distance between repetitions of a wave peak. Frequency, f, is

defined as the number of wave peaks to travel one wavelength per unit time. In radar, by

convention, the wave is said to be polarised according to the direction of the E field
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vector. In Figure 4-1, for example, the E field is pointing horizontally along the x-axis

and so the wave is said to be horizontally polarised.

The electromagnetic properties of a medium are defined by three parameters

conductivity a, permittivity e, and permeability J.1. If the medium through which the

wave is travelling is linear and isotropic then three constitutive equations can be written

J=c E ( 4-1)

D=eE (4-2)

B=,uH (4-3)

Equation (4-1) relates the E field and the electrical conductivity of the medium to the

current density vector, J. This is often referred to as Ohm's law. Equation (4-2) relates

the E field and the dielectric permittivity of the medium to the electric flux density

vector, D. Equation (4-3) relates the H field and the magnetic permeability of the

medium to the magnetic induction, B.

Using these three constitutive equations it is possible to re-write Maxwell's equations in

differential form to help show their physical interpretation:

1V'·E=-Pv
e (4-4)

V'·H=O (4-5)

dHV'xE=-JL-
d!

dEV'xH=DE+£-
dt

(4-6)

(4-7)

where pv is the volumetric free charge density and V'is the gradient operator. When there

is no free charge in the medium Pv=O and it is said to be electrically neutral.

Manipulating and combining (4-6) and (4-7), the variation of electrical and magnetic

field intensity in space and time can be described by

2 aE a2E
V' xE = JLUTt+ JL£at2 (4-8)
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(4-9)

In free space and air - to a good approximation - the conductivity 0=0 and the plane

wave in Figure 4-1 propagating in the z direction can be represented by

a2E 1 a2E

a/ v2 at2
where v is the propagation velocity (or phase velocity) in metres per second generally

(4-10)

given by

(4-11)

where j.IQ and co are the free space permeability and permittivity constants, respectively.

It should be noted that in the antenna near-field plane wave propagation can not be

assumed and the electromagnetic wave front will look more like the example shown in

Figure 4-2 for a balanced dipole.
Antenna dipoles

Beginning

Later

c._::) Later still---- +++++

Figure 4-2 Near field wave propagation
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4.1.2 Propagation in Dielectric Materials

In a material other than air the propagating electric and magnetic fields apply forces and

torque on the material structure that cause the material to be polarised and magnetised

[2]. The response of the material to these forces are out of phase with the excitation and

is described by the absolute permittivity and permeability of the material by

(4-12)

(4-13)

where u; and er are generally complex quantities stated as

er = e '- je " (4-14)

(4-15)

For non-ferromagnetic materials Jlr= 1 (as for free space) and therefore magnetisation

effects are assumed to be of minor importance in GPR [3] ,

The forces introduced by polarisation are opposed by thermodynamic molecular forces

which implies an energy loss in addition to those due to conduction losses [4]. The losses

associated with conductivity and polarisation are normally assumed to be in-phase to

give an effective imaginary permittivity

(4-16)

where (J) is the angular frequency of excitation in radians. It can be seen that as ro

increases the effect of the conduction losses decrease. The ratio between the effective

imaginary permittivity and the real permittivity is a measure of the loss of the material

called the loss tangent

e"
tan 8 = ___.:f!

e'
(4-17)

The loss of the material is therefore frequency dependent and generally determined by its

polarisation and conductivity properties.

A solution to (4-8) for the sinusoidal variation in space and time shown earlier in Figure

4-1 can be described by the equation
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(4-18)

where ID is the angular frequency and K is known as the propagation constant.

Substituting (4-18) into (4-8) and solving for K gives

(4-19)

which can be rearranged using (4-11) and (4-14) to give

(4-20)

(4-20) can be written in complex number form as

f( = lA ., JP (4-21)

where

(4-22)

and

f3 = OJ e'f.L (.Jl + tan2J + 1)
e 2

inserting (4-22) and (4-23), equation (4-18) can be rewritten

(4-23)

(4-24)

where the first exponential containing a. is effectively a measure of the attenuation of the

electric field with distance z and ~ is the wave number.

a. can be used to gain a useful insight into the propagation properties of the medium in

the three cases tant «1 (loss less medium), tanz ""1 and tanz >::: 1 (lossy medium).

tanz «1 or.Fa=--tanJ
2e

(4-25)

tan z ""1 a = 0.46 orjE.
e

(4-26)

tanl >:::: 1 (4-27)

Note: lim (.Jl + a2 )= 1+ a
2

0--+0 2
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4.1.3 Dielectric Properties of Soil

The dielectric properties of earth materials depend on several factors such as texture and

density of soil particles, volumetric water content and temperature [4]. Soil particles are

generally categorised into one of three types: clay, silt and sand. A particular soil is a

mixture of these types with the constituent quantities of the mix determining soil 'class'.

For example, a soil with 20% clay, 50% sand and 30% silt belongs to the class of soils

known as loam.

The mixture of soil particles determines the amount of free and bound water it contains

where bound water refers to water molecules that are held together by the soil particles

and free water refers to water molecule that are free to move. Bound water and free water

tend to have different relaxation behaviour, i.e. their polarisation properties differ. The

amount of water content also affects the conductivity properties of the soil. The water

content is therefore a fundamental parameter in determining the soil dielectric properties

[5].

The determination of the dielectric properties is largely experimental although some

work has focused on devising theoretical and empirical models for different soils

encountered in the field. Examples of these are [6] and [7] for frequencies ranging from

1.4 to 18GHz and [8] for frequencies from 0.3 to 1.3GHz.

An empirical estimation of the attenuation coefficient in dBlm can be obtained from [4]:

a '= 8.686da (dB/m) (4-28)

Where:

a. is the attenuation coefficient from (4-22)

d is the total path length in soil in metres.

The variation of the dielectric properties of example soils with moisture content at a

frequency of 1.5GHz is given by [15] and shown in Table 4-1
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Soil Type Moisture e' e" a.
Content (%) (dB/m)

0.1 6 1 55.5

Sandy Loam 0.3 17 3 98.9

0.5 48 5 98.3

0.1 5.5 1 57.9

Loam 0.3 17.5 3.2 103.9

0.5 41 5.4 114.8

0.1 5 1 60.7

Silty Loam 0.3 16 3.4 115.3

0.4 37.5 6 133.3

0.1 4 I 67.7

Silty Clay 0.3 18 4 127.9

0.5 31 9 218.3

Table 4-1 Dielectric properties of example soil types at 1.5GHz

4.1.4 Dielectric Measurements

A new method of measuring the dielectric properties of sand was developed to measure

the contents of the sandbox in situ. The complex dielectric constant of soil was measured

using two ground probes. The ground probes were matched to the soil at 1 GHz to

perform the measurements at the operating frequency of the proposed system. The

ground probe configuration is shown in Figure 4-3.

-.
cable

/
Metallic
Back plane

Figure 4-3 The ground probe
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The ground probes were monopoles with metallic back plane measuring 5 cm. These

ground probes were inserted in the ground with the metallic back plane on the soil-air

interface. The back plane was kept large enough to ensure the measured dielectric

properties do not significantly incorporate the free space characteristics. Great care was

needed to ensure that no air gaps were present between the ground plane and earth.

A three-cycle pulse modulated at 1GHz was transmitted into the soil using a transmitting

ground probe and observations were made at eight different receiving locations, as

shown in Figure 4-4, using the second probe. The time delays associated with the

displacements were measured and averaged to calculate the velocity of the transmitted

energy in soil (yielding the real permittivity).

Coaxial cable

Ground

Soil

Pos. (I) Pos. (2) Pos. (3) Pos. (4) Pos. (5) Pos. (6) .

Figure 4-4 Dielectric measurement set-up

The received signal power was measured at 1GHz and plotted against displacement in

Figure 4-5.

!
i>' ~.6 ------j----r
s: I I I

~ -D.S -_·_·_-t--_··_--f-·_-_····_···f·_·_·-_·····
~ i I !
VI I I I

~ -1 -_·_--t-_· __·_-t-··--·---l· ..····..-·.+ -t -."""-d ! + -t- -I

~ I I
_£ -1.2 --·---t-·----·+-----··.y--·-·--····t-- _..+._ _ _+ _ _ _+_._ -2- ..0.- -+ -l

Iii j ! i I
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iii l j i
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DisplacemenU(m)
0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3

Figure 4-5 Variation of signal strength at 1GHz with displacement
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Signal strength at the receiver location can be represented by,

P [A.]2;, = :rO~ x e2a x G (4-29)

Where

a=mdj .uo,ll£o£r~(I+ tan2 8)-1]
2

(4-30)

P, and P, are the received and the transmitted power

a is the soil attenuation

dis the distance between transmitter and receiver

G is the transmitter receiver gain

These theoretical predictions were matched with the observed results using appropriate

axis selections. The gradient of Figure 4-5 was used to calculate the loss factor of the

soil. The calculated dielectric constant matched well with the estimated values and this

method was used to estimate dielectric properties during the subsequent trials described

in Chapter 6.

4.1.5 Propagation at Dielectric Boundaries

The system has to be non-contact, therefore the antennas initially radiate into air, but the

signal encounters the soil within a couple of wavelengths. Hence the dielectric boundary

needs to be considered between air and soil. Furthermore boundaries between targets

and the surrounding soil and other stratification, which constitute clutter for this system,

will also give rise to reflections.

In general it can be stated that the real permittivity indicates the amount of velocity

dispersion that the wave undergoes in the medium and the imaginary effective

permittivity provides a measure of the wave attenuation. At the boundary of two

materials with differing dielectric properties, such as the air-soil interface, part of the

incident wave will be reflected, undergoing a phase shift or phase discontinuity, and part

will pass through the material undergoing refraction [9].

The electromagnetic wave propagates with velocity, v, given by
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0.
v = - = --;========f3

c
(4-31)

Where OJ is the angular frequency and f3 is the imaginary component of the propagation

constant defined in (4-32) which is also termed the refractive index of the medium, n.

The velocity is therefore frequency dependent and it can be seen that for tant «I this

becomes

(4-33)

The intrinsic impedance of the medium, 11is given by

1]= ~ ohmsVFJi'J (4-34)

and the power reflected at the dielectric interface is given by the reflection coefficient, r,

which is the ratio between the incident and reflected power

1 2 - 1 ,
r=--=--....:.

1]2+ 1],

where the direction of propagation is from the medium with 1, to that with 1 2.

(4-35)

However, in a non-conducting medium, and considering a single frequency only, this

simplifies to

(4-36)

For example, using the values in Table 4-1 the reflection coefficient at the air/soil

interface for dry sandy loam would be
(J6-ly

r = ( )2 = 0.1766 and in wet silty clay it
J6+1

(J31-ly
would be r = ( )2 = 0.4837 showing how the amount of power that penetrates into

51+1
the ground reduces as the permittivity increases.

4.2 LossMechanisms

Losses associated with propagation in the soil were described in Section 4.1.3. However,

in RASOR, and indeed any GPR system, a number of other loss mechanisms exist, and it

is necessary to analyse and quantify these losses in order to determine the pulse power
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that is needed to achieve an optimum signal to noise ratio (SNR). The total losses

associated with a GPR can be represented by [4]:

• Target scattering

• Soil attenuation

• Air/surface boundary losses (2 way)

• Antenna spreading (spacing)

• Antenna mismatch (feedline)

• Antenna efficiency (ohmic losses)

• Switching network and cable losses

Each of these will be considered in turn with regards to the RASOR system using some

practical examples from Chapters five and six where appropriate.

4.2.1.1 Target Scattering Loss, Lse
A radiated target reflects some energy back towards the receiver and the remainder is lost

either through absorption or by being re-radiated in other directions. This target

scattering loss is calculated in terms of the target's Radar Cross Section (RCS), which

provides an indication of how well a given target reflects radar energy.

The RCS is defined as the projected area that would intercept the transmitted signal and

reflect isotropically an amount that produces the return signal at the receiver [10]. It is

measured in square metres and defined by:

a = 4n Ps
P;

(4-37)

where

Pi is the power density of a plane wave striking the target (W/m2)

P, is the power per unit solid angle reflected by the target in (W)

Since it can vary over a wide range it is often expressed in dBs referenced to 1m2:

cr' ~ IO{I:' )
RCS is a complex function determined by :

• Transmitter and receiver antenna position relative to the target

• Angular orientation of the target relative to the transmitter and receiver antennas.

(4-38)

• Target geometry and material composition

• Frequency
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• Antenna polarisation (as explained in section 3.2.1 in Chapter 3)

• Dielectric properties of the surrounding soil

The operational wavelength, A, relative to the target physical dimensions provides a rule

of thumb measure ofRCS. There are three cases to consider [11]:

• A.»Target dimensions. In this case the target is said to be in the Rayleigh Region and

the RCS tends to be smaller than the target's physical size.

• Iv: Target dimensions. The target in this case is said to be in the resonance region and

the RCS varies significantly but tends to be larger than the physical size of the target

SIze.

• A«Target dimensions. When this occurs the target is said to be in the optical region

and the RCS is similar to its physical size.

The simplest target shape is a perfectly conducting sphere whose RCS can be determined

exactly as O=1tf2. The RCS estimations for simple target shapes such as flat squares,

circular plates and cylinders have been derived using Geometrical Optics, Physical

Optics and the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [11,12]. Nilavalan [15] showed that

these approximations compare well with FDTD simulated power measurements from a

very simple RASOR. These FDTD simulations showed that the target scattering loss for

mine like targets at these frequencies and at various look angles is on average around,

Lsc=30dB.

4.2.1.2 Soil Attenuation, L(I
Taking the real part of the propagation constant a given by (4-22) a one way attenuation

loss in dB per metre can be derived:

attenuation loss =8.686ad dB/m ( 4-39)

where d is the depth of penetration in metres. Examples of the attenuation in dB per

metre for the same example soil characteristics and frequency was shown in Table 4-1.

4.2.1.3 Air/Soil Interface Losses, L;
It has already been highlighted that when the electromagnetic pulse reaches the air/soil

interface part of the pulse will pass through the interface (under going refraction) and

part will be reflected. The reflection constitutes a loss in detection power and occurs on

both the transmit path, Lit, (air/soil interface) and the receive path, Lin (soil/air interface).
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The reflected component in both these cases constitute losses to the wanted signal that

can be written [15] [13] as

(4-40)

where

(4-41)

(4-42)

OJ is the angle of incidence in air for the transmit path

k2cos02~I- jtan8 - ~l- kisin202
P2 = I I 2 2k2cos02vl- jtan8 +v1-k2 sin 82

(4-43)

k2=Ji (4-44)

OJ is the angle of incidence in soil for the return path

4.1.1.4 Antenna Spreading Loss, L,
The spreading losses are dependent on the antenna radiation pattern. For a particular

antenna element radiating over a planar surface as shown in Figure 4-6 the transmit path

spreading loss, LsI. will be

LI= 10101G(8)f3ibl 47r )
(4-45)

where,

8 is the angle of propagation relative to antenna nadir

G(8) is the gain of the antenna at this angle

P is the solid angle (in air) which radiates the focusing cell after refraction.

RASOR transmits on one antenna and uses the received data from all antennas that have

a particular resolution cell within their field of view, taken to be the 3dB beamwidth of

the antenna as shown in Figure 4-7.

From Figure 4-7 a is the solid angle in the soil that reaches the field of view of these

antennas after refraction thus the total spreading loss for all elements that see the target is
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i:= 10101!!_ I (dB)
\ 41Z" )

The solid angle that reaches area Ai for an individual antenna element is a, thus the power

(4-46)

density at this antenna element is

P
_ ai

d---

41Z"Ai
(4-47)

And the return path spreading loss, Lsr, will be

t.; = 10101aiAe/f I(dB)1. 41Z"Ai )
(4-48)

where,

Ai is the physical area for the antenna element i

AetT is the effective aperture of element i given by Ae1f = 4JZG(6).. l2

A is the wavelength in air

Antenna

Air

Soil

Target

Figure 4-6 Transmit path spreading loss
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Antenna Array

J L J LJ L J L J L J L

Air

Soil

Target

Figure 4-7 Received path spreading loss

4.2.1.5 Antenna Mismatch Loss, Lm
Antenna mismatch loss is determined by how well the antenna is matched to the

switching network via the antenna feed. This loss can be minimised with careful

impedance matching, for example for impedance of 70n and a transmission line of son

there is a two way loss of Lm=1dB.

4.2.1.6 Antenna Loss, Le
Antenna loss is due to power being dissipated in the antenna prior to radiation and relates

directivity, D, to gain, G. Half wavelength dipoles can be designed with high efficiencies

resulting in low losses of the order of 0.5 to ldB [15]. However, temporally short

transmitted pulses require antennas with larger fractional bandwidths than a dipole can

offer [14]. A wideband bow-tie antenna with an absorbing backplane was developed for

RASOR (see section 5.1.3 in Chapter 5), which has an increased loss of around Le=3dB

maximum for both transmit and receive since half the power is absorbed by the

backplane.

4.2.1. 7 Switching network and cable loss, Le
RASOR requires a network of RF switches on both the transmitting and receiving paths

in order to switch between each transmitting and receiving pair of the array. For the

demonstrator system design described in Chapter 5, an insertion loss of around 1.2dB for

each path was achieved. In addition, the cables connecting the switch network to the
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antennas add a further small loss of around 0.3dB each way. The two way losses

(transmit and receive) will therefore amount to around Lc=3dB.

4.3 RASOR Performance Analysis

4.3.1 Methodsof Analysis

Analysis of the RASOR system using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) modelling

was conducted at University of Bristol [15] and described in several published papers

[16] [17]. This study initially focused on developing a suitable balanced wideband

antenna for RASOR and then progressed to analyse performance with a limited number

of antennas in an array with very promising results. These antennas are used for practical

purposes and are therefore described in more detail in section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5.

FDTD uses first order difference and second order accuracy approximations for the space

and time derivatives of Maxwell's equations [18] [19]. The problem space is divided into

a mesh of volume elements with each having a designated permittivity and permeability

and the E and H field propagation can be recorded at each discrete time step over the

analysis period. This method is useful for modelling the complex electromagnetic

scenarios, such as those encountered in GPR, because the antenna array, soil, targets and

clutter are in close proximity.

An example of a basic RASOR FDTD model is shown in Figure 4-8. This contains eight

dipole antennas mounted on a metal ground plane and suspended over soil (the model is

displayed upside down). One target is embedded in the soil material and the surface of

the material is flat. The simulation was run eight times with a different antenna

transmitting each time and with all other antennas receiving.

Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show a comparison between measured data and FDTD

investigations of the resolution achieved by an 8 element antenna and comparisons to the

predicted resolution for this set-up (see section 4.3.3). The measured data was taken

using a pair of antennas over a crude experimental sand-box where the antennas were

manually scanned to all eight positions. The FDTD data was gathered from seven

separate FDTD runs with a different antenna stimulated on each run and measurements

taken on all the other antenna. These reults show that the two sets of data are in excellent
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agreement and the resolution achieved from this small array is entirely in line with

predictions.
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Figure 4-9 Lateral focusing through target location.
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Figure 4-10 Vertical focusing through the target location.

FDTD remains computationally expensive both in terms of memory useage and run-time

although improvements in the FDTD computation algorithm such as sub-gridding and

parallelisation along with increasing computer processor power mean that run-times are

gradually improving [20] [21]. Despite these advances it was not practical to model all

the bistatic antenna pairs that are required in the RASOR system nor to model the wide

range of soil and target types, clutter mechanisms and surface features that could be

encountered by a real system. Assessment of cases such as these requires much simpler

models using analytical analysis or simulation in order to calculate the system point

spread function (PSF) or impulse response. However, the limitations of real equipment,

such as sampling jitter and receiver noise figure, can not be easily modelled using FDTD

or ray-tracing. To analyse these factors an experimental system is needed.

The terms PSF and impulse response are generally used in optics and radar respectively

to describe the same system response; the PSF will generally be used here. The PSF of a

system is a convenient way to express the combined effects of sensors and transmissions

on an observed image. The "raw" image produced by the system is the true image

convolved with the PSF, and thus the PSF is useful for measuring the errors and artefacts

in the raw image.
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As a simple example the PSF for a simplistic pulse might be expressed by the 2D sine

function given in

z ~[Sin(X~in(y) r (4-49)

where x and yare the spatial dimensions. This function is plotted in one and two

dimensions in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 respectively in linear and log amplitude

scales.
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Figure 4-11 Example point spread function in one dimension (a) linear amplitude (b) log amplitude
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Figure 4-12 Example point spread function in two dimensions (a) linear amplitude (b) log amplitude

The spatial resolution of the system, shown in Figure 4-11, is the width of the main lobe

at half the maximum power and is the size of the minimum discernible detail of an

image. Tbis area is known as a resolution cell or voxel; in Figure 4-11 it is

approximately 260mm2
. The peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR), also shown in Figure 4-11, is a

measure of the maximum level of 'ghost' echoes caused by a target and indicates the
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ability of a radar to detect weak targets in the presence of a strong target. It is defined

here as the difference between the main lobe peak power a PSF to the highest sidelobe.

In the Figure 4-11 example the PSLR is approximately -13dB. The integrated sidelobe

ratio (ISLR) is defined here as the ratio of the integrated power contained in a rectangle

of 10by 10 resolution cells, but outside of a 2 by 2 resolution cell to the integrated power

within the 2 by 2 resolution cell rectangle. PSLR and ISLR are convenient ways to

measure the potential sidelobe clutter contributions and for developing algorithms to

reduce their impact.

The exact PSF for an arbitrary array geometry is difficult to find analytically and is

unlikely to follow the simple sine function of (4.49). It can be approximated however by

simulating the signal path from each antenna to each focusing cell, suitably weighted and

delayed to take into account propagation delays, refraction, spreading losses, antenna

beam patterns and the array geometry. By applying the RASOR focusing algorithm to

this, and all other, simulated signals, it is possible to deduce the peak and integrated

sidelobe ratios. The process of calculating the focusing weights will be described further

in section 4.4.

By repeating this simulation for all focusing cells and various geometry's, it is possible to

examine the effects of varying system parameters, such as antenna spacing and array-

ground spacing. It is also possible to assess the impact of varying environmental

parameters, such as surface gradients, curvature and ground dielectric properties, on

resolution and processing gain.

4.3.2 Modelling of System Impulse Response

The concept of coarrays was proposed by Hoctor and Kassam [22][23] as a method of

assessing the performance of active and passive imaging systems for Radar, Sonar and

Ultrasound as well as in Seismic and Radio Astronomy applications. The sum coarray

was originally proposed for narrowband, far-field active imaging and is represented by a

set of vector sums of transmit and receive array element locations. This method was

applied to wideband active imaging arrays in [24] in order to derive near and far field

analysis of active arrays. It was shown that in this case the wide band operation could be

seen as adding extra points at specific locations in the sum array.
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This work is the starting point for the RASOR system modelling, which applies the

coarray principles to a wideband, near-field 20 array with the additional complication of

imaging in a stratified dielectric structure in front of the array due to non-contact

operation with the soil. In fact the imaging process is the application of a convolution

operation that relates the image to the true reflectivity distribution of the scene. The aim

is to use coarray based design of array weightings or apodizations to optimise the

sidelobe structure of the point spread function for resolution and performance against

clutter.

The RASOR concept relies on an accurate estimation of the pulse propagation path from

each transmit/receive pair to each focusing point in the search volume. This propagation

path is the key component in determining the path delay for time aligning signals and for

calculating path weightings to compensate for spreading losses, antenna gain and soil

attenuation. The antenna array will not be in contact with the ground, so it is necessary

to allow for the potentially significant reflection and refraction at the soil/air interface.

It is not possible to solve the inflection point position in closed form. However it can be

approximated to a reasonable accuracy by considering the limiting cases of £1=£2 and

E2>>E 1 where e 1 and £2 are the relative permittivity of the air and soil respectively as

shown in Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-13 Inflection point between air and ground

When £1=£2 there is no inflection and the ray crosses the boundary at point A. When

E2>>E1 the path is severely refracted so that, in the limit, the path direction in the ground
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is normal to the interface, crossing it at B. The true inflection point lies between A and B

and can be approximated by

Xi=Xa+ ~Xb-Xa)~-;;\ (4-50)

(4-51)

Where Xa and Xb are the distances along the x dimension from the antenna to points A and

B respectively and Ya and Yb are those along the y dimension. This ray path calculation

can be repeated for all antenna elements to each focusing point as shown in Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-14 Propagation paths from an array to a focusing cell after refraction at the air-soil

interface

For each transmitter and receiver pair the total path delay to any focusing point as shown

in Figure 4-15 can be calculated from

(4-52)

where c is the speed oflight in air and p i, P2> P3 and P4 are the ray vectors from

transmitter to focus cell to receiver and C2 is the permittivity in the ground.

The region of interest or search area in front of the two dimensional array is therefore

divided into a set of focusing cells with range R, azimuth e and elevation rp. For each of

the N transmitting antenna positions a set ofM receiving antennas exist which will have
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a particular focusing cell within its field of view. The signal corresponding to the image

of the k-th focusing cell located atpk is obtained by applying to each of the received

signals a time delay dk from (4-52) and a weighting value Wk, which will be derived later.

Transmitter, M

Focusing Cell

Figure 4-15 Inflected paths

In RASOR the use of multistatic paths means that path propagation losses from antenna

to resolution cell due, for example to spreading or material attenuation, will vary between

paths and also across the bandwidth. These variations can be allowed for in the

processing by amplitude weighting signals prior to focusing.

Spreading loss weighting, As. can be modelled as being proportional to the square of the

inflected path length from antenna to resolution cell thus the weighting for transmitter to

resolution cell to receiver is the product of each path length squared

As = (Pl+ P2Y(P3+ P4Y (4-53)

Attenuation loss weighting, Aa. can be calculated, as we have seen, ( 4-39). Writing this

in linear form the weighting is

Aa = l08.686al. (4-54)

where

(4-55)

The antenna beam patterns weighting, Ab. can be modelled by assuming a modified

cosine pattern (based upon a printed bow-tie antenna design described in the chapter 5)
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(4-56)

where (J, and (Jr are the angle of propagation for the transmit and receive path

respectively. The power of 2.1 in both cosine terms are empirically derived based on

analysis of the antenna radiation patterns taken from FDTD models of the bow-tie

antenna in an array [15].

Using these estimates, it was possible to model the RASOR performance and obtain the

impulse response for a variety of scenarios. These models will be used in subsequent

sections to analyse the RASOR lateral and vertical resolution, processing gain and

performance against macroscale surface features.

4.3.3 Lateral Resolution

A predicted lateral resolution for RASOR of ')...gl2ewas given by Benjamin [25] where ')...g

is the wavelength in the ground and e is the in ground convergence angle. In the ground,

the convergence angle e (from Figure 3-10) is reduced by refraction, approximately as

IIi (where E is the dielectric constant of the ground). However, since the wavelength ')...g

is similarly reduced, the actual lateral resolution would be unchanged for a given

wavelength.

Using analysis described in section 4.3.2 the point spread functions of point scatter at a

depth of 300mm were generated for soil relative permittivity, Er. of 3, 10 and 40

respectively. The plots for this are shown in Figure 4-16. The plots are normalised to the

maximum value in the focused data set. Blue indicates low signal strength and redlbrown

indicates high strength. The profiles at the bottom and on the left-hand side of each main

plot show normalised signal amplitude profiles along the x and y dimension respectively

at points indicated by the cross hairs on the main plot.

A 7 by 4 element array is modelled with 0.75')...spacing between elements. The half

power vertical resolution is shown to be constant at around 2').../3for a 2ns pulse

modulated at 10Hz. Note that for Er=40, the PSF shown in Figure 4-16 (c) has an

increased peak sidelobe level of -10dB which is at 4 resolution cells from the scatterer

(±O.Smon the x-axis).
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Values for horizontal resolution are approximately 190mm, in excellent agreement with

the postulated 'Ale for horizontal resolution.
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Figure 4-16 Horizontal scan through a point scatterer at depth of300mm for (a) soil permittivity

E,=3, (b) soil permittivity E,=10, (c) soil permittivity E,=40

4.3.4 Vertical Resolution

The depth of focus, 2Ag'EY [49] increases (is degraded) as i, but only up to the point

where it is limited by the pulse-length in the ground, n'Aa/(2i), where n is the number of

cycles (see section 5.1.5) in the pulse length. This is shown in the plots of Figure 4-17

where the vertical resolution is improved with increasing permittivity.

Figure 4-17 shows a vertical slice through the target through the x dimension at x=O. The

target is buried at x=O,y=Oand depth 300m. Figure 4-17 (a), Figure 4-17 (b) and Figure

4-17 (c) shows the resolution with soil permittivities of Er=3, Er=10 and Er=40

respectively. Values for vertical resolution are approximately 240mm, in excellent

agreement with the earlier postulated 2'A/e2for vertical resolution.
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Figure 4-17 Vertical scan through a point scatterer at depth of 300mm for (a) soil permittivity £,=3,

(b) soil permittivity £,=10, (c) soil permittivity £,=40

4.3.5 Surface Macroscale Features

Macro-scale variations in the surface profile, that is, variations that are large compared to

the operational wavelength, are also suitable for analysis with the impulse response

modelling ('microscopic' random variations in soil profile are considered in section

4.4.1). Examples of macroscale variations are:

• 20 gradients in otherwise level ground

• concave or convex surface curvature

• undulating surfaces

• a combination of the above.

Initially the system response was estimated for various 'worst case' surface types, with a

target buried at 300mrn below the surface of the sand. An estimate was obtained for the

degradation in performance by comparison with the response obtained for a perfectly flat

surface. Figure 4-18 shows the 7x4 element array (indicated as crosses) along with the
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The x and y dimensions correspond to the size of the

experimental sandbox (see section 6.3.1).
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Figure 4-18 Six modelled surfaces (a) sloping surface in x direction, (b) sloping surface in x and y

direction, (c) convex surface, (d) concave surface, (e) lightly undulated, (t) heavily undulated

Figure 4-19 shows a horizontal slice through the target of the focused results from the

ray-tracing algorithm when the surface is sloping with a 40% gradient. The target

location and slice depth is exactly the same as for the flat surface results.
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Figure 4-19 Target identification with sloping surface - horizontal slice at depth of 300mm

The peak signal has clearly shifted by around 50mm in the x direction, but is unchanged

in the y direction as the surface is sloping in the x direction only. A sidelobe at

approximately x=O.8m,y=Om has increased slightly, but not significantly enough to

preclude target identification.

Table 4-2 summarises the results obtained for some of the 'worst case' likely occurrences

of gradient/curvature for each of these four types of surface for various target positions.

This assessment shows that these surface properties will, in general result in:

• distortion in the mapping of reconstructed locations vs. true 3D ground locations,

• loss of focal quality

• 3D spatial variation in processing gain (i.e. in focusing gain).

However, when these surface features become large enough to cause a problem they also

become large enough to be detected on-the-fly by, for example, using an ultrasound

sensor or an optical sensor mounted on the antenna array. If the profile is known then it is

possible to compensate for the altered delays by changing the surface profile used in the

RASOR time delay calculation model.

Finally, it should be noted that these macro-scale ground features could introduce

significant specular-reflection surface clutter, where it would not otherwise arise. This is
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however unlikely, except for fairly "strong" surface features, which would also

significantly impair or even prevent the normal focusing and reconstruction process.

Surface Slope in x Slope in x Convex Concave Lightly Heavily

Type and y Undulating Undulating

Change 10 -4.3dB -4.1dB +.OO2dB -O.7dB -lO.ldb -5.ldb

Processing

Gain

Target 50mm 20mm 25mm Negligible 20mrn 150mm

location

error

Horizontal 60mm 30mm Negligible 20mm 20mm Negligible

resolution

degradation

Vertical 40mm 30mm Negligible 50mm 20mm Negligible

resolution

degradation

Table 4-2 Summary of system degradation for different surface types

4.4 RASOR Focusing Optimisation and Weighting

The concept of array weighting or apodization was introduced in section 4.3.2 to

optimise the sidelobe stucture of the array point spread function. This section will

describe methods for estimating these weightings with the aim of optimising either signal

to clutter performance or signal to noise performance of RASOR. In general either one or

the other of these will limit RASOR performance. It can be seen from Table 4-1 and the

discussion of system losses in section 4.2 that except in the case of very wet soils it is

likely that RASOR is not likely to be noise limited, and that clutter will be the limiting

factor on performance. This conclusion is in agreement with almost all current literature

on GPR for landmine detection [26][27][28][29].

Clutter is defined as any signal components that are not directly correlated with the

primary scattering from the target objects. Examples of clutter sources are external radio

interference (RFI), surface scattering, inhomogeneities in the soil and multiple
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reflections. The first and last of these are unlikely to be troublesome for RASOR. RFI

should not be an issue because the antenna array will be facing directly down towards the

ground and will be in reasonably close proximity to it. The antennas will therefore be

largely shielded from external interference by the antenna conducting backplane.

Multiple reflections between ground and array can be greatly reduced by the use of an

absorbing material in-front of the antenna array backplane. This is described in more

detail in section 5.1.3. This leaves surface scattering and soil inhomogeneities and each

of these will be analysed in turn.

4.4.1 Surface Scattering

Surface clutter due to the large air soil reflection has already been mentioned in chapter 3

as a key and potentially troublesome factor in GPR. This section looks at the clutter

mechanism and examines the alternatives for dealing with it.

4.4.1.1 Surface Roughness
Macroscopic surface variations which are relatively large compared to the wavelength

were analysed in section 4.3.5 and shown to have a potential decorrelating effect on

focusing performance and resolution, but, since these variations can in general be sensed

and allowed for, this was not considered serious.

Surface roughness however, is considering microscopic random variations in the surface

profile. Techniques have been described [30] for estimating and classifying random

surface scattering for microwaves, but with particular emphasis on far-field applications

such as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). A number of studies have been described [31]

on low-grazing angle backscatter from rough surfaces and some of the techniques used

are relevant to RASOR. Useful statistics on radar scattering from terrain have been

published [32] and wave scattering from rough surfaces has been addressed [33] [34]

[35]. However, the key phenomenon, for RASOR, is bistatic backscatter in the near

field, and this is less explicitly covered in the literature.

Common methods of surface classification given in the literature are surface height

variation and surface correlation length. Surface height variation, or rms. height, is used

to find the standard deviation of a point on the surface from either a mean value or a

periodic pattern. The value can be expressed in terms of wavelength and it is relatively
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straightforward to digitise the technique for signal processing purposes. Surface

correlation length is a measure of the similarity between two points on the surface.

It is certain that backscattering from the surface will be greater than returns from a deeply

buried mine. However, since the half power beamwidths of any element pair should only

overlap on the surface for element pairs that are close together, the RASOR focusing

technique should almost certainly be able to reduce this type of interference. This

analysis is valid as long as the surface roughness, curvature and gradient are negligible.

Under certain circumstances the reflections will become significantly directionally

dependent and for very rough surfaces, relative to the wavelength, the transmitted signal

will consist entirely of a diffuse component that will prevent coherent processing

altogether.

If the surface height variation, X. is considered to be the governing parameter for surface

roughness, then the lower limit of interest for RASOR is the value below which the

surface can be considered specular and the upper limit is the value above which the

surface can be regarded as very rough.

Fraunhofer criteria for surface roughness [30] is a proposed method for determining the

value of Xbelow which the surface behaves specularly. It is given by:

x < 32 cos ()

where A is the wavelength and 9 is the angle of incidence. For a IGHz signal A=30cm

(4-57)

and assuming an angle of incidence normal to the surface, i.e. the worst case, there is a

limit for a specular surface, X< 1cm.

At the other extreme a very rough surface, also known as a Lambertian surface, is

proposed to be given by kX<l.O, where k is the wave number hence:

1.0 x A-
X > ---::= Scm

21l
(4-58)

A preliminary conclusion, based exclusively on the study of rms height, is that for

surfaces with a rms height greater than around 5cm, coherent focusing will begin to be
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degraded. It is also associated with quite strong specula scattering and only a low diffuse

backscatter coefficient. By contrast, surface roughness that is large compared to the

wavelength is not very likely to arise, at wavelengths of 15 - 30 cm in air, but where it

does occur, it gives rise to mainly diffuse scattering with very little specula reflections.

This could potentially destroy the phase coherence of the signals penetrating into the

ground, and so would preclude the RASOR coherent processing.

4.4.2 SurfaceClutterProcessingOptions

4.4.2.1 Surface Racetrack Weighting
Surface clutter would theoretically compete with the wanted target from a given 2-way

path only within the surface area shown in Figure 4-20 and defined by the coincidence

of:

• The "race-track" locus ~hose outer perimeter corresponds to a path delay equal to

that from the transmit element via the centre of the given resolution cell to the receive

element plus half the pulse length, and whose inner perimeter corresponds to this path

delay minus half the pulse length.

• The (in air) 3dB beam widths of both the transmit and receive elements.

For a practical ground gradient, any specular reflection from the transmit path might

point well away from the receive element, and so any clutter can only arise from diffuse

scattering.

In practice, deeply buried objects might produce no significant overlap between the

"race-track" and the common fields of view and the two elements may not suffer from

surface clutter, Figure 4-20.

For very shallowly buried objects, the inner perimeter of the "race-track" locus shrinks to

a very small area and since there is little further divergence of the beams after ground-

entry, there is very substantial overlap between the beams, especially for closely-spaced

elements. Furthermore, with the right moderate ground gradient, some element pairs can

experience localised specular reflection. This is not good from an operational viewpoint.
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conuron-delay

surface footprint

This is the basis of a weighting algorithm to remove surface clutter that was analysed

with real test data (see section 6.3.2). Unfortunately the algorithm did not mitigate the

surface clutter to an acceptable operational level for the following reasons:

• Scattering from the surface area - even diffuse scattering - is still at a significantly

high level to interfere with targets down to a depth of 300mm and can thus not be

neglected. It was validated that beyond a depth of around 300mm surface clutter

there is little or no overlap between the surface racetrack and the antenna beam

pattern and consequently surface clutter poses few problems at this depth. However,

operationally an area of whiteout from the surface to 300mm would not be

acceptable - almost all APM and many ATM are buried in this corridor.

• In practice the coupling between the array and ground is complex and means that the

above analysis based on simple solid angle geometrical optics does not hold.

beam cross-section

at surface
at target

Figure 4-20 Two Elements with no common main beam surface clutter

With regards to intermediate depths of burial, any surface clutter that is significant for

this depth range can only arise in element pairs with a substantial common-delay area Ac,

i.e. in elements close to each other, and only where the surface texture give rises to

substantial diffuse-scattering. In this case a weighting function of the form 1/(aAc+1) can

be applied, where 0' is a surface roughness factor such that:

0' = 0 when the surface is smooth compared to the wavelength

0' = 1when the surface is comparable to the wavelength.
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Thus although the above algorithm provides a limited performance improvement against

surface clutter, it was necessary to explore alternative algorithms and perhaps combine

them with the above.

4.4.2.2 Average Background Subtraction
This is probably the most widely used method of eliminating the air ground interface.

Typically a mean or median average A-scan is calculated over the whole B scan and then

subtracted from each A scan. In fact this only removes horizontal background clutter and,

since noise, surface and dielectric variations will almost always be present, this estimate

is not very accurate in anything other than a tightly controlled environment.

An alternative that worked well in laboratory experiments is to obtain the background

ground truth for all A-scans prior to burying the target, or after its removal, and subtract

these from all target A-scans. In practical scenarios where a perfect ground truth is

unavailable, this method is not of course available.

4.4.2.3 A Scan Clutter Modelling
Some research has concentrated on modelling the clutter signal using system

identification methods [36] [37] [38] in order to subtract this from the received signal A-

scans. This method consists of estimating the parameters of the system transfer function

by finding the composite parameter vector using a recursive least squares algorithm such

as a Kalman Filter.

Good results were reported in off-line processing of experimental data [39]. However,

this method tends to be relatively computationally intensive, which may preclude it from

a viable real-time processing system.

4.4.2.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform
The theory of this cancellation method [40] is that the horizontal energy in a B-scan will

appear in the coefficients of the lowest octaves of a wavelet transform. If these

coefficients are set to zero and then an inverse transform is applied, the air - ground

bounce should be removed.

4.4.2.5 Improved Average Background Subtraction
The RASOR approach offers several alternatives or extensions to the average A scan

subtraction. Firstly, RASOR collects multiple versions of the same A scan pair as the

array is swept forward. Taking the long term median average of these would provide one
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subtraction method and also the energy in this signal would provide a measure of the

average surface variation. Secondly, a windowed average subtraction is available where

the average A scan only around the vicinity of an A-scan is subtracted so that reflections

from slight local surface variations can be removed. A third approach is to recognise that

RASOR comprises of a number of identically spaced bistatic pairs of antennas which can

provide another useful median average for subtraction because these can be expected to

contain similar antenna to ground coupling characteristics.

4.4.2.6 Post Focusing Background Removal
An additional form of background removal is available at the level of the C-Scan. A

focused data set can be obtained from, for example, a calibration area of similar soil

types known not to contain any objects. This becomes the system point spread function

each voxel of which can be deducted from a newly acquired search C-scan.

The drawback with this approach is an empty calibration area is difficult to find in

practice and even if it were the method assumes an identical (and homogenous) soil

profile between the calibration and search area, which will not generally be the case.

4.4.2.7 Adaptivefocusing window
RASOR offers another technique to enhance the focusing onto targets close to the

surface. This method uses a variable focusing gate when focusing onto depths that are

within the specular surface reflection range, i.e. from the surface to less than 300mm

depth. The gate acts to remove all but the late time portion of the transmitted pulse at the

surface and gradually increases until the full pulse gate is used at 300mm.

The gate can be easily achieved by setting the early time focusing weights for the surface

voxels to zero.

4.4.3 Soil Inhomogeneities

Soil inhomegeneities or local variations in the dielectric profile of the soil give rise to

unwanted returns sometimes termed volume clutter. Almost anything under the surface

of the ground could give rise to clutter return signals. The RASOR technique offers a

number of possibilities for adaptively reducing the importance of these unwanting

reflections.

4.4.3.1 Locus of common delay
The echoes of pebbles or other objects scattered in the volume of the ground will

compete with the wanted target only when they are located within a locus of common
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delay. This locus is unique to each specific 2-way path delay from transmitter to

resolution cell to receiver. It is in fact a 'shell' defined by two concentric ellipsoids of

revolution drastically compressed in the ground due to refraction as shown plan and side

elevation in Figure 4-21 and in 3D in Figure 4-22. The transmitter and receiver form the

loci and the pulse length in the ground determines the shell thickness.

Air

(b)
(a)

Figure 4-21 Shell of common delay (a) plan view, (b) side elevation

Tx
AntennaJL

Rx
AntennaJL

-, ....'
. .

Figure 4-22 3D view of shell of common delay

4.4.3.2 Common Delay Volume Clutter
The combination of the common-delay locus surface and the two beam cross sections

forms a (petal-shaped) common-delay clutter area Ac,as shown in Figure 4-23. This is

unique to each specific 2-way path, and is defmed by the coincidence of:

• The locus-surface of path delay equal to that from the transmit element via the centre

of the given resolution cell to the receive element.

• A thickness, orthogonal to that surface, equivalent to that delay varying by ± half the

pulse length. (This thickness is thus inversely proportional to the refractive index of

the soil.)
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• The beam cross section ofthe transmit element (as reduced in the soil by refraction).

• The beam cross section of the receive element (similarly reduced by refraction).

Tx Rx
Antenna AntennajL

"

(a)

target

(b)

Figure 4-23 Common Delay Clutter Locus: (a) side elevation, (b) plan view

Through system modelling it can be shown that, for any given 2-way path, the soil-

attenuation loss to any part of the locus of common delay varies only slightly for the

chosen resolution cell. This is demonstrated by the plots in Figure 4-24, which show the

attenuation variation over a clutter shell at three depths of focus for roughly the minimum

and maximum RASOR antenna spacings.

These results show that the variation of path attenuation over the common delay shell is

relatively low. Even for deeply buried and widely spaced antenna elements this amounts

to only around ±1dB in the worst case and hence paths to the overlapping petal area can

be assumed to have a near constant attenuation for all antenna pair spacings.
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Assuming the clutter is quasi-uniformly distributed over the relevant volume, the

signal/clutter ratio is inversely proportional to the common-delay shell volume, and

hence to the (petal-shaped) common-delay clutter area Ac. defined by the combination of

the common-delay locus surface and the two beam cross sections as shown in Figure

4-25.
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28

ITx Rxl

.:
Rx Antenna 3dB
Beampattern

Tx Antenna 3dB
Beampattern

Figure 4-25 Common delay petal shaped clutter area and antennas

In order to minimise the effect of such non-coherent volume clutter on the reconstructed

image, each path can be weighted inversely to this common-delay clutter area, Ac. This

weighting is particularly important when a few paths are associated with much stronger

clutter than the remainder.

If the beam radius I at the target depth is R, and the separation of the two antenna

elements is 2S, then half the minor axis of the petal area, Ac is

Lmin = (R-S) (4-59)

and half its major axis is

(4-60)

and Ac is approximately proportional to

Ac"" Lnlin X Lmaj = WI (4-61)

For a given eccentricity of the clutter area, relative to the resolution cell, a larger clutter

area also implies a poorer focal quality. Hence this weighting will also yield some

improvement in the focal quality.

I Beam radius means here the radius at the antenna radiation pattern half power beamwidth
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An additional weighting for focal quality is available. This is measured primarily by the

reciprocal of the width of the common-delay clutter area "petal" at the resolution-cell

location, F.

Major axis
displacement, d

Figure 4-26 Focal quality weighting function

When the resolution cell is underneath the straight line joining the transmit and receive

antenna elements, it lies on the minor axis of the common-delay clutter area. Indeed,

when the focal cell is midway between the antenna elements, it lies at the intersection of

the minor and major axes of Ac. In general, however, the resolution cell is eccentric,

being asymmetrically displaced along one or both of these axes as shown in Figure 4-26.

Asymmetry along the minor axis is of little significance, but W2, the local width of the

"petal", varies from L.run when d (the major-axis displacement from the centre) is zero, to

o when d = Lmaj.

This variation is approximately parabolic, according to the formula:
(Lmaj - d) = (w21 . )2

Lmaj lLmm
(4-62)

. = L . {(Lmaj-d)}~
•• W2 mm

Lmaj
(4-63)

Another aspect of focal quality is the magnitude of the gradient of the common-delay

surface at the focal cell. This gradient increases with increasing eccentricity of the clutter
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area, relative to the focal cell. Hence, for a given "petal" area Ac, it increases with

decreasing width w, thus reinforcing the value of this weighting parameter but not

sufficiently to warrant weighting by a higher power of (11m).

Combining (4-61) and (4-61) gives a total volume clutter weighting function, W, of:

1w=--- (4-64)
WIXW2

4.4.3.3 Obscuration
In addition to clutter in the common-delay volume, the effect of clutter within the "go"

and "return" segments of all relevant 2-way paths must be considered. Figure 4-27

illustrates this blockage process. When the clutter objects are small compared to the

wavelength, the signal is diffracted round these objects with negligible absorption,

scattering or phase dispersion. It is also predicted that the effect of any clutter objects that

are large compared to the wavelength would be equivalent to a blockage of that

proportion of the solid angle between the focal cell and the relevant part of the array that

is obstructed by these large clutter objects.

Since the fractional blockage, b, is equally likely to affect transmit and receive paths, it

reduces the processing gain by the factor (l-b)2.

blocked sectors

//\\
•

••
•

• •
••

• •••

AIR

•• •
• • •

SOIL

• •• • •• •• •••
Figure 4-27 Pebbles blocking part of coverage solid angle
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However, when large clutter or target objects cast shadows, RASOR's post-reception

focusing offers a means of dealing with it. When a large object is detected in the 3D

focused image its position can be used to identify the time samples of the original signals

that gave rise to it. Zeroing out these portions (by zero weighting for example) and

refocusing will reveal any previously hidden targets.

4.5 Conclusions

The RASOR system concepts have been developed using analytical modelling, FDTD

results and early concept proving experiments in a controlled environment. Novel

algorithmic solutions have been introduced to reduce clutter, arguably the most

challenging aspect of ground penetrating radar.
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5 Demonstrator System Design
This chapter describes how the system and environment characteristics described in

Chapter 4 were applied in the construction of a demonstrator system. The development

was incremental in terms of complexity reflecting, on the one hand, the need for early

validation of certain key system concepts such as resolution, clutter reduction and loss

mechanisms, and, on the other hand, the need to prove key design components, such as

the antenna array, prior to moving on to more ambitious implementations.

Results from the early stages of the system development have already been introduced in

Chapter 4. Inevitably there is an element of iteration between the analytical and

experimental investigations described there and the demonstrator system design. By

which it is meant that some of the practical constraints imposed by designing and

building the demonstrator placed constraints on the scope of the analysis that could be

feasibly validated by the experiment. For example, analysis of target scattering and

indeed some published papers [1] shows that an operating frequency of 2-4GHz would

be an important frequency for mine detection and discrimination, but availability of

reasonably priced high speed digitisation equipment' mandated an upper operational

bandwidth of 1.5GHz for the demonstrator.

These design trade-offs mandated by practical constraints of cost, time and resources are

an important aspect in evaluating whether the proposed system could be realised in

practice at a reasonable cost. It is also useful for highlighting any areas where the

technique may need equipment that is at or beyond the current state of the art. Such

trade-offs and limitations are highlighted as necessary and may give ideas for the focus

of future research.

The chapter is divided into three broad sections covering hardware development,

algorithmic development and real time implementation. The hardware development

description covers the antenna array design, pulse generation, digitisation and data

acquisition. The algorithm development description also takes in the software controller

and considers in particular computational and real-time aspects. The real time

I In all experiment work an Agilent Infinium 4-channel real-time digitising oscilloscope (HP54845A) was
employed ..
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implementation section describes the steps needed to convert the final demonstrator

system into a real time processing and detection system capable of attaining the

postulated search speeds.

5.1 Hardware Development

A block diagram of the prototype hardware design is shown in Figure 5-1. The key

elements will be considered in turn and comprise of an array of bow-tie antenna, an RF

and digital switching network, a wideband pulse generator, a real time digitiser, a PC

based processor and display.

System
Controller

Parallel Po~ r Antenna Selection l r-- ~
~ L Interface l ~ - ~

l__-n-___j ~ 8GSa/s Infinium
Digitising Oscilloscope

Pulse generator ~~.~
(and amplifier) ~ "<:

l :~~~~~~J(=J
~~

Processor
(PC/DSP)

D
Display

Figure 5-1 The automated experimental system

5.1.1 Antenna Design Alternatives

It is challenging to design antenna elements for GPR applications. For in-contact

operation the antennas have to be matched to the soil and must therefore be capable of

operating in a wide range of soil types. RASOR is non-contact, which means the antenna

must be matched to the air, but nonetheless its properties will be modified by the soil

structure that is in close proximity.

For RASOR an array of antenna elements will be mounted on a moving vehicle. Each

antenna design needs a wideband frequency response to transmit and receive an impulse

with directivity such that only the focusing area is illuminated. In addition it needs to

possess the desired physical properties for such operation: low weight, low profile and

simple, low cost construction.
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A number of antenna designs have been considered for GPR [2] and will be briefly

discussed.

5.1.1.1 TravellingWaveTransmissionLines
Travelling wave antennas are designed with V shaped transmission lines where the

impedance varies from the feed impedance to free space impedance enabling good wide

band matching [3]. The ends are typically terminated with resistive loads in practice to

avoid resonance problems and reduce the antenna length [4]. These antennas typically

have a directivity of around ±25° [5], which is too narrow to cover the RASOR search

volume.

5.1.1.2 Horns
Horns are used in many applications because they are highly directive, have simple

excitation and wide bandwidths [3]. However, they are not suitable for use in the tightly

packed antenna array for RASOR, because oftheir size, weight and cost.

5.1.1.3 Spirals
Spiral antennas and other frequency independent antennas, such as Vivaldi and log

periodic antennas, have wide band properties and half power beamwidths of around 750

[6]. The main drawback of these antennas is their dispersive nature - high frequencies

leave the antenna earlier than low frequencies thus distorting the transmitted signal. They

are also rather cumbersome for the proposed operating frequency and therefore not

suitable for antenna arrays.

5.1.1.4 Dipoles
Various dipole arrangements can be used in GPR antenna array, such as crossed dipoles

and cylindrical dipoles. They are simple to design and suitable for implementation in

antenna arrays on substrate materials. Although they are characterised by linear

polarisation and low directivity, they generally have limited bandwidths compared to

other antennas [3], making them not as useful for passing wide band pulses.

5.1.1.5 Bi-conical
Bi-conical antennas are formed by placing two cones together to act as a guide for

spherical waves [7]. The input impedance depends on cone angle and is broadly

independent of its physical length therefore it exhibits broadband characteristics. Solid

bi-conical structures are very large and they are therefore impractical in antenna arrays.

5.1.1.6 Bow-ties
Bow-tie antennas are a simplification of the bi-conical antenna and are in essence a flat

triangular dipole. The properties of bow-ties, such as input and radiation characteristics,
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were first analysed by Brown [8]. This design has relatively wide bandwith, suitable

directivity, can be easily etched on substrate and suitable for inclusion in an array. It is

also comparatively cheap and lightweight.

5.1.2 BowtieAntennaDesign

A bow-tie antenna element was designed specifically for the project study [9][10] and the

details of the design are included here to show the input of the design in the operation of

the system. The bow-tie is in essence a flat triangle dipole and a simplification of the bi-

conical antenna. It offers reasonably good bandwidth and linear phase response at a

relatively low cost compared with horn antennas, for example.

A diagram of the Bowtie antenna layout is shown in Figure 5-2. The antenna was

designed to operate at a centre frequency of 10Hz and achieved a fractional bandwidth

of= 80% between 0.80Hz and 1.80Hz with a half power beamwidth of::::::±50°. Ihas an

antenna length of 220mm, a total width (both flares) of 215mm and is printed on

RT/Duroid 5880 PTFE substrate [11] which has a dielectric constant of2.2 and thickness

ofl.57mm.

Printed bow-tie dipoles need to be fed by a balanced feed because unbalanced current

distributions tend to disturb the radiation patterns. However, the antenna feed from the

transmission and reception distribution network is unbalanced, typically coaxial. An

unbalanced transmission line has conductors with unequal currents with respect to

ground whereas balanced lines have the same, but opposite, currents. To convert between

balanced and unbalanced transmission lines a device known as a balun is used which

usually short circuits the unbalanced currents and permits only the balanced currents to

flow into the balanced sections. The coplanar microstrip feed on the substrate has a

microstrip L-shaped balun on the board reverse side that achieves this. It is based on a

design by Edward and Rees [12].

The feed lines are based on the 500 impedance of conventional RF coaxial cables. The

slight taper in the stripline feed provides an impedance match to the bowtie flares and

reduces unwanted radiation from the stripline itself.
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215mm

78m

220mm

bowtie flares

tapered
co-planar
stripline

ground plane for
the bowtie

The radiation pattern of the antenna element was measured in the H plane and the E

plane using a log periodic antenna. The observed radiation patterns at 0.80Hz and

1.20Hz are shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 respectively.

ground
plane fo
microstrip

microstrip
feed

balun

Figure S-l Bowtie element with microstrip feed

These results demonstrate that a suitable unbalanced to balanced transition is achieved

and the dipole is radiating with a half power beamwidth of ±45° . It can be seen that a null

develops around 0 degree in the upper frequency limits. Similar observations were

made in the FDTD simulation results. This effect is a result of the element ground plane

separation, which is 1../4 corresponding to 10Hz.
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H Plane Radiation PatternE Plane radiation pattern
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Figure 5-3 Radiation pattern of the bowtie element at 0.800 GHz co-polar=solid blue, cross-

polar=dashed red (a) E Plane (b) H Plane
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(b)
Figure 5-4 Radiation pattern of the bowtie element at t .2GHz co-polar=solid blue, cross-

polar=dashed red (a) E Plane (b) H Plane, blue indicates co-polar, red dash indicates cross-polar

The frequency response of this design was measured and the return loss for the antenna

element is shown in Figure 5-5, which shows a good antenna-feed match from 0_8 - 1.7

GHz.
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Figure 5-5 Input response of bow-tie element
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5.1.3 Antenna Array

For RASOR the bow-tie antennas need to be arranged in an array configuration. The

inter-element spacing of the demonstrator array was chosen to be equal in both the

boresight (H plane) and collinear (E plane) directions at 0.75).,. A projection and plan

view of a four-antenna element sub-array is shown in Figure 5-6 (a) and Figure 5-6 (b)

respectively.

H PlanerEP,ane

(a)

H Plane

+EPlane
CA

o

0.75).,

B

0.751..
~I

(b)

Figure 5-6 Four element antenna sub-array (a) projection view (b) plan view

In Figure 5-6 (b) the sub-array antenna elements are labelled A, B, C and D. The

frequency response and mutual coupling of the sub-array was measured and the results

are shown in Figure 5-7. Figure 5-7 (a) shows the impulse response of element A, while

(b), (c) and (d) show the coupling between A and the other elements. For each

measurement the antennas not in use are terminated in a 500 matched load in order to

reduce unwanted ringing from these antennas.
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The impulse response for B, C and D element was similar to that for A. For the

couplings, the dominant coupling is with the bore sight and collinear nearest neighbours

and is in the order of -18dB over the frequency range of interest. A dominant mutual

coupling frequency component can be seen at around 200MHz, however it will be shown

later that this can be filtered out in the digital signal processing.
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Figure 5-7 Frequency response and mutual couping offour element subarray, (a) return loss of the

transmit element. (b) mutual coupUng between A and B, (c) mutual coupllng between A and C, (d)

mutual coupling between A and D

The radiation patterns for the elements in the sub-array in the principal planes are shown

in Figure 5-8 for element B at 1 GHz. The squinting observed in these patterns was due

to both the non-symmetrical ground plane and the inter-element interactions in the sub-

array although this is considered acceptable, because no nulls are formed within the ±45°

range. In the full size array, it is the edge element patterns that would undergo more

distortions while the inner element patterns are almost the same as the isolated antenna

element patterns.
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HPlaneRadiationPatlilm It1.0GHzE plane radiation pattern at 1.0 GHz
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Figure 5-8 Radiation pattern of element B in the 2x2 array <a) E plane radiation pattern, (b) H plane

radiation pattern.

The full array consists of 28 bowtie elements with seven elements in the boresight

direction and four in the collinear direction as shown in Figure 5-9. This gives sufficient

coverage of the ground to evaluate the key aspects of the RASOR performance. Vehicle

motion will sweep the array forward in the collinear direction, i.e. in the horizontal

direction as shown inFigure 5-9.
I-I [!I~~!l

1-11-1

I-I I-I

I-I Direction
of motion

I-I I-I

1-11-1

I-I

Figure 5-9 Plan view of fuU RASOR demonstrator array containing twenty-eight bow-tie elements
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The array backplane was constructed from wooden panels supporting a sheet aluminium

ground plane covered with a 40mm layer of Radar Absorbent Material (RAM). It was

found on initial measurements when a reflecting ground plane was employed that

multiple reflections between the surface and ground plane generated additional delayed

signals [13]. The RAM reduced this multiple reverberation interference. The RAM does

reduce the antenna efficiency of the elements since the ground plane is no longer

focusing signals towards the soil, but does have the beneficial side-effect of increasing

the antenna -lOdB bandwidth since the antenna now has a lower Q-factor (due to

increased losses).

A photograph of part of the demonstrator antenna array is shown in Figure 5-10. The

squares of black absorbing material are clearly visible covering the metal ground plane.

Figure 5-10: Part of the RASOR demonstrator bow-tie antenna array

5.1.4 Switching Network

A digitally controlled RF switching network was mounted on the other side of the

antenna backplane, which is shown in the picture in Figure 5-11.
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,..
\
' ...

Figure 5-11 Array backplane showing the switching network

The purpose of this network is to allow each antenna element in the array to be switched

into one of three states:

• Transmitting: the antenna is switched to the pulse generator and power amplifiers RF

circuit and will radiate a wideband pulse.

• Receiving: the antenna is switched to the receiver low noise amplifier and digitisation

circuit and will receive the pulse reflections from the soil

• Off: the antenna is switched to a matched load of son, so that it neither transmits,

receives, nor re-radiates any cross-coupled signals from the direct propagation path.

For the RASOR technique only one antenna can be transmitting at any time and, for the

purposes of the demonstrator, only one antenna can be receiving. All the others are

switched to the matched load. An example of the selection of one particular transmit and

receive antenna pair from a twenty-eight antenna array is shown schematically in Figure

5-12.
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Receiver

Antenna
Array

Pulse Generator

Figure 5-U Example switching schematic for a twenty eight element array

The twenty-eight antenna elements that comprise the RASOR array are logically grouped

in to seven rows of four columns, where each column represents the set of four collinear
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elements. One seven-way RF switch box and seven four-way RF switches were designed

to connect each of the twenty-eight elements in tum. A block diagram of the RASOR

switching network is shown in Figure 5-13.

Processor,
Controller

RF

Figure 5-13 RF switching block diagram

Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 show the column switch circuits schematic and circuit

diagram respectively which utilise three types of analogue switches [14][15][16].

MACOM
SW11

MACOM
SW110

MACOM
SW-314

MACOM
SW-243

Figure 5-14 Column switch schematic
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Column Switch RF

Figure 5-15 Column switch circuit diagram layout

Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 show the row switch circuits schematic and circuit diagram

which also utilise the same three MACOM analogue switches as for the column switch in

different arrangement.

The circuits are shown in situ in Figure 5-18. Both circuits were constructed on

RT/Duroid 6010 PTFE [17] which has dielectric constant of 10.2 and thickness of

0.635mm utilising microstrip tracks. These switches were selected to provide high

isolation of >30dB per switch to minimise cross talk between circuits. Typical insertion

loss was measured to be around 3dB in total for each transmit and receive paths.

Differences between boards were designed to be minimal so that relative path losses and

delays are equalised. SMA connectors and cables interconnect the switch boxes,

antennas, pulse generator and receiver digitiser. These cables were of equal length hence

the links to antennas close to the switch box had to be looped as can be seen in Figure

5-18.
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Ii Ii- -

From CoIumnl
MACOM
SW-314-From CoIumn2 -----0

To
Receiver

MACOM
SW·243ToColumnl-To CoIumn2-To Coiumn3

From
Transmitter--

ToColumn4

To Coiumn5

ToColumn6

ToColumn7

Figure 5-16 Row switch schematic

n- Ii Ii- -Ji Ji

Figure 5-17 Row switch circuit diagram layout
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(a) (b)

Figure 5-18 RF switch boxes (a) seven way row switch (b) four way column switches

The semi-rigid SMA cables were also constructed to close tolerances to minimise phase

and loss differences between paths. Nonetheless slight relative differences are inevitable

and a calibration process was devised to compensate for this. In Figure 5-10 small white

rectangles can be seen on the bottom of the bowtie flares. These are actually velcro strips

which were used to secure a measurement antenna (another bowtie) temporarily onto

each antenna element in the array in turn. By transmitting a pulse through this circuit

with the array antenna switched to transmit and then receive the relative path length of

RP path to each antenna could be measured and the small differences in the circuit path

calibrated out in the focusing algorithm.

A centralised digital switching and driver unit was designed to generate the required

logic levels to drive each of the RF switches. The switching unit was also mounted on

the array backplane and is shown schematically and pictorially in Figure 5-19 and Figure

5-20 respectively. The digital control signals are fed to the row and column switch boxes

via screened multicore cable and D type connectors visible on Figure 5-18 (b). The

circuit logic is held on two Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLD) [18] with an

additional three line drivers [19] required for driving the analogue switches.
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QSW1 QSW2 QSW3

MACOM SWO-119 MACOMSWD-119 MACOMSWD-119

PLD1 PLD2
Xilinx

XC9572-10-PC84
XHinx

XC9572-10-PC84

PLD1 Programmiing Header Pins000000
o :.:: (fJ _ 0 U
Z U ::;; 0 0 UCl I- I- I- I- >

PLD2 Programmiing Header Pins000000
o :.:: (fJ _ 0 U
Z U ::;; 0 0 U
Cl I- I- I- I- >

Figure 5-19 Array digital switching control box circuit

Figure 5-20 Array digital switching control box in situ (with associated cabling)

Header pins are incorporated into the PCB layout so that the chips can be programmed in

situ using the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) standard protocol via a PC serial port (the

chips can also be programmed separately if required). The CPLD devices can therefore

be easily reprogrammed later if, for example, a different switching scheme were required.

The required Boolean expressions - 10 inputs and 85 outputs - were minimised by hand
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and then implemented and simulated using the Xilinx design suite [20] [21]. An example

control logic is shown in Figure 5-21.

PLD1 PLD2

Fl = IX3;
F2 = IX8;
F3 = !X3 & IX4 & IX5;
F4 = IX3 & IX4 & X5;
F5 = IX3 & X4 & IX5;
F6 = IX3 &X4 &X5;
H = X3 & IX4 & IX5;
F8 = X3 & IX4 & X5;
F9 = X3 & X4 & IX5;

FlO = IX8 & IX9 & IX10;
Fll =IX8&IX9&Xl0;
F12 = IX8 & X9 & IX10;
F13 = IX8 & X9 & Xl0;
F14 = X8 & IX9 & IX10;
F15 = X8 & IX9 & Xl0;
F16 = X8 & X9 & IX10;
F17 = X8 & X9 & Xl0;

F18 = IX6 & IX7;
F19 = IX6 & X7;
F20 = X6 & IX7;
F2l = X6 &X7;

F22 = IX6 & IX7;
F23 = IX6 & X7;
F24 = X6 & 1X7;
F25 = X6 &X7;

F26 = IXl & 1X2;
F27 = !Xl & X2;
F28 = Xl & 1X2;
F29 = Xl &X2;

F30 = (IXl & 1X2 & IX3 & IX4 & IX5). (IX6 & 1X7 & IX8 & IX9 & IX10);
F3l = (IXl & X2 & IX3 & IX4 & IX5). (1X6 & X7 & IX8 & IX9 & IX10);
F32 = (Xl & 1X2 & IX3 & IX4 & IX5) • ( X6 & 1X7 & IX6 & IX9 & IX10);
F33 = (Xl & X2& IX3& IX4 & IX5).(X6 &X7 & IX8 & IX9 & IX10);
F34 = 1(IX6& IX7 & !X8 & IX9 & IX10);
F35 = 1(IX6& X7 & IX8 & IX9 & IX10);
F36 = I( X8& 1X7 & IX8 & IX9& IX10);
F37 = I( X8& X7 & IX8& IX9& IX10);

F38 = (IXl & 1X2 & IX3 & IX4 & X5). (IX8 & 1X7 & IX8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F39 = (IXl & X2 & IX3 & IX4 & X5). (IX6 & X7 & IX8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F40 = (Xl & IX2 & IX3& IX4 &X5). (X6 & IX7 & IX8 & IX9 &Xl0);
F4l = (Xl & X2 & IX3 & IX4 &X5). (X6 &X7 & IX8& IX9&Xl0);
F42 = 1(IX6& IX7 & IX8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F43 = 1(IX6& X7 & IXB & IX9 & Xl0);
F44 = I( X6 & 1X7 & IX8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F45 = I( X8 & X7 & IX8 & IX9 & Xl0);

F46 = (IXl & IX2 & IX3 & X4 & IX5) # (IX6 & IX7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);
F47 = (IXl & X2 & IX3 & X4 & IX5) II (IX6 & X7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);
F48= (Xl & 1X2 & IX3 & X4 & IX5). (X6 & IX7 & IX8& X9& IX10);
F49 = (Xl & X2 & IX3 & X4 & IX5)# (X6 &X7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);
F50 = 1(IX6& IX7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);
F5l = 1(IX6& X7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);
F52 = I( X8 & IX7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);
F53 = I( X6 & X7 & IX8 & X9 & IX10);

F54 = (IXl & IX2 & IX3 & X4 & X5). (IX6 & IX7 & IX8 & X9 & Xl0);
F55 = (IXl & X2 & IX3 & X4 & X5) # (IX8 & X7 & IX8 & X9 & Xl0);
F56 = (Xl & 1X2 & IX3& X4 & X5)# (X8& 1X7 & IX8& X9& Xl0);
F57 = (Xl & X2 & IX3 & X4 & X5).( X6 &X7 & IX8 & X9 &Xl0);
F56 = 1(IX6& IX7 & IX8 & X9 & Xl0);
F59 = 1(IX6& X7 & IX8 & X9 & Xl0);
F60 = I( X6 & IX7 & IX8 & X9 & Xl0);
F6l = I( X6 &X7 & IX8& X9 & Xl0);

F62 = (IXl & 1X2 & X3 & IX4 & IX5) # (IX6 & IX7 & X8 & IX9 & IX10);
F63 = (IXl & X2 &X3& IX4& IX5)# (IX6 &X7 & X8 & IX9 & IX10);
F64 = (Xl & 1X2 & X3 & IX4 & IX5). (X6 & IX7 & X8 & IX9& IX10);
F65 = (Xl & X2 & X3& IX4& IX5). (X6 &X7 & X8 & IX9 & IX10);
F86 = 1(IX6& IX7 & X6 & IX9 & IX10);
F67 = 1(IX6& X7 & X8 & IX9 & IX10);
F66 = I( X8 & IX7 & X8 & IX9 & IX10);
F69 = I( X6 & X7 & X8 & IX9 & IX10);

HO = (IXl & IX2 & X3 & IX4 & X5)# (IX8 & IX7 &X8 & IX9& Xl0);
F7l = (IXl & X2 & X3 & IX4 & X5) # (IX6 & X7 & X8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F72 = (Xl & 1X2 & X3 & IX4 & X5).( X6 & IX7 &XB& IX9& Xl0);
F73 = (Xl &X2 & X3& IX4 & X5)#( X6 & X7 & XB & IX9 &Xl0);
F74 = 1(IX6& IX7 & XB & IX9 & Xl0);
F7S = 1(IX8& X7 & X8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F76 = I( X6 & 1X7 & X8 & IX9 & Xl0);
F77 = I( X6 &X7 & XB & IX9 & Xl0);

F78 = (IXl & 1X2 & X3 & X4 & IX5).(IX6 & 1X7 & X8 &X9 & IX10);
F79 = (IXl & X2 & X3 & X4 & IX5). (IX6 & X7 & X8 & X9 & IX10);
F60 = (Xl & IX2 & X3 & X4 & IXS). (X6& IX7 & X8 &X9 & IX10~
F8l = (Xl & X2 &X3& X4& IX5).( X6 & X7 & X8 &X9& IX10);
F82 = 1(IX8& IX7 & XB & X9 & IX10);
F83 = 1(IX8& X7 & X8& X9& IX10);
F84 = I( X6 & 1X7 & X8 & X9 & IX10);
F85 = I( X8 & X7 & XB & X9 & IX10);

Figure 5-21 Example CPLD digital control logic

This digital switching circuit has a propagation/settling time of only "" 7m and would

therefore be suitable for a fully operational high-speed system as will be shown in section

5.3. In the demonstrator system it is controlled via a standard PC parallel port via an

additional line driver and buffer.

5.1.4.1 Switching Sequence
For each focusing sweep each unique transmitter and receiver pair needs to be exercised

and antenna reciprocity means that in a N element array there are N(N-l)/2 unique

antenna pairs, i.e. there is no need to exercise bistatic pairs both ways. The antenna pairs

can be switched in any order and in the majority of experiments the switching scheme
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depicted in Figure 5-22 was used. For a gIven transmitting antenna, the recelvmg

antennas are switched sequentially sweeping column-wise and then row-wise in a raster

sweep. The next transmitting antenna is then selected in a similar raster and the

remaining antennas switched sequentially again. This gives a total number of paths for

the demonstrator system of

p= 28x27 -7x3!=336
2

(5-1)

giving a theoretical processing gain over conventional bi-static GPR of 25dB where the

slight deduction in the theoretical gain of 7 x 3! is as a consequence of not using the

transmit/receive pairs within a column.

Rx :~~=~=j
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

Tx

FRAME 1

:-",-- ~~--:Rx--T-- --Tx

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

FRAME 2

T

Rx

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • • 1-- • Tx

FRAME 3 FRAME N

Figure 5-22 RASOR Switching scheme

In addition to this reduction in the maximum theoretical processing gain this scheme

does in fact have a further drawback. Firstly it takes no advantage of bistatic redundancy

to help with digitisation bottlenecks - which is a potential problem for real time RASOR
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as will be shown in section 5.3.1. Secondly it tends to overemphasis the contribution of

the last column of transmitters with two consequences.

1. Obscuraction blockages in the paths become more significant due to the reduction in

TxlRx path diversity.

2. A failure of the last row of transmitters has increased impact on overall performance.

For example, if the second column of transmitters is lost, then only 16 paths are

unavailable. However if the last column of transmitters is lost, then 96 paths are

unavailable.

An alternative switching scheme was devised, but not implemented, to reduce the

digitisation and data transfer bottleneck that is a potential problem (see section 5.3.1),

reinstate the path diversity and increase the processing gain. Each antenna in the 28

element array is numbered as shown in Figure 5-23 where a circled red dipole is a

transmitter, a cross is a receiver and a dot is a dormant antenna. The transmitting antenna

index is incremented from 1 to 28 as shown in the frames. For each transmit event a

reduced set of roughly half the receive antennas are active (13 for an odd tx index, 14 for

an even tx index). At the next transmit event the other half of the receive antennas are

active. The fundamental criteria is that any receiving antenna that is active for one

transmitter antenna will be dormant on the next transmitter antenna thereby ensuring that

double the time is available to acquire digitised data for that antenna pair. A previously

transmitting antenna can become a receiving antenna on the next transmission, but not

vice-versa.

Using the indexing notation given in Figure 5-23 this can be expressed as follows:

When Tx index is odd: Rx = {Odd (Rx index>Tx index) ,Even (Rx index<Tx index) }

When Tx index is even: Rx = { Even (Rx index>Tx index) ,Odd (Rx index<Tx index) }

Clearly this will result in all unique antenna pairs, (13+14) x 14 = 378, being exercised.

Cross coupling effects within a column switch could still be avoided by excluding the

single receive antenna present on any transmitting column. With this exclusion the

switching scheme is compatible with the existing rf switching design at the expense of

only 28 paths in total (rather than 42 for the other scheme).
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Figure 5-23 Alternative RASOR Switching Scheme
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An RF pulse generator was developed to produce a 3ns pulse modulated by a 1GHz

sinusoid using widely available off-the-shelf circuits and test equipment as shown in

Figure 5-24. The mean transmitted pulse power, without any amplification, was around

lOdBm. This was increased to around 30dBm by using an available wideband amplifier

to combat path losses.
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The pulse-train transmission gate was implemented as a dual complementary cascade of

GaAs switches. With a switching rise time of the order of 1.5 ns, this method proved

quite suitable for the 3-cycle pulse-train originally specified.

Nonnally Nonnally
opened switch closed switchrv~------_.--~~

1 GHzVCO

Modulating
,..----..., Pulse

Prescaler I--..Jl..._~"'_-l
641128

Pre ler
control
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RF
Switching
Network
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Antenna,,_,..

o [>00
0

Power Amplifier

Delay Line,

Figure 5-24 Pulse generation circuit

A IGHz carrier is generated by the voltage controlled oscillator (yeO) and fed through

two line switches and a power amplifier before passing through the RF switching

network to the transmit antenna. The line switches are closed and opened by a

modulating square wave derived from the 1GHz carrier via the prescaler circuit. This

prescaler can divide the I GHz signal by either 64 or 128 (selected manually as a switch)

thus giving a TIL square wave output of either 15.625MHz or 7.8125MHz. This square

wave effectively controls the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the system. For real-

time RASOR the PRF would potentially need to increase by 2 to provide a total pulse

repetition interval (PR!) of32ns as will be shown in section 5.3.1.

The line switches are complementary SPOT GaAs switches and effectively time gate the

incoming IGHz carrier to produce impulse. The length of the impulse is controlled by

the delay line, t and is tuneable to one, two or three 1GHz cycles. The feedforward

circuit is suitably scaled and phase shifted in order to cancel out any carrier signal that

bleeds through the switches.

An example transmit pulse is shown in Figure 5-25.
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Figure S-lS Example transmit pulse

5.1.6 Dlgltlsatlon

An off-the-shelf laboratory digital sampling oscilloscope samples the received signal

[22]. This offers up to 8GHz real-time sampling with 8 bits resolution using flash ADC

technology. An input anti-aliasing filter limits the sampling bandwidth to 1.S GHz.

The oscilloscope was edge triggered by the transmitter gating signal and operated at the

maximum sampling rate of 8GSa/s. The oscilloscope offers the facility to average A-

scans to reduce sampling noise and increase dynamic range to around 12 bits (depending

on the number of averages taken), with, of course, a penalty in data collection time. For

the demonstrator a sampling window of 400 samples was taken covering a time window

of sOns. This covers a much larger range (nominally 1 to 4m in the ground) than would

be needed for land-mine detection, but since the PR! allowed this it was thought prudent

to test full capabilities of the system.

The sampling oscilloscope was the single most expensive item purchased for the

development project and at the time of purchase was the best commercial device

available. It was highlighted in Chapter 4 that a device with a wider input bandwidth

allows an enhanced detection and classification ability against AP mines. However, even

if a wider bandwidth were available there are other data acquisition difficulties that must

be overcome if a practical RASOR is to be brought to fruition.

The main real-time difficulty is the bottleneck in downloading data from the digitiser into

the signal processing cards. Consider the lowest pulse repetition frequency of
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7.8125MHz (from the transmit circuit) and for each pulse a time sampling window of

400 bytes is gathered gives a total data rate of 25Gbits/second. This data rate is

significantly above the limit for the oscilloscope's GPIB buses or Ethernet. For the

RASOR demonstrator the data was transferred over GPIB to the signal processing co-

processors, thus only 1 in every 1000 transmissions at this PRF was collectable.

5.2 Algorithmicimplementation

A block diagram representation of the algorithm implementation is shown in Figure 5-26.

The signal processing proceeds from left to right in the diagram in terms of data

throughput and, in general, algorithm complexity. The incoming data indicated as

Antenna Pair 1 to Antenna pair N are A-scan time samples from each transmit/receive

pair. Averaging (or stacking) and filtering are applied before an average background (see

section 4.4.2) is deducted prior to passing the data on to the focusing algorithm. The 3D

focused image is passed on for further image processing and display. Each of these

building blocks will be described in more detail.

AVERAGE
BACKGROUND
CALCULATION

Ba~I:::' ~-----~

Anlennal AYIItIIge I BandPass t-e------+ ....
Pair 2 • • ...._.c;;.Fillar;;;.;..__.

RASOR

COHERENT

FOCUSING FOCUSED
3D

IMAGE

Figure 5-26 Algorithmic Implementation
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5.2.1 A-Scan Signal Processing

5.2.1.1 Ensemble average
Taking a series of A scan measurements and averaging improves the SNR of captured

signal at the expense of data collection time. The sampling oscilloscope provided the

capability to average up to 65356 A-scans and, since for the demonstrator system data

throughput rather than data collection was the bottle neck, an average of eight A scans

was normally used. Figure 5-27 shows an example A scan and identifies the area of the A

scan that is likely to be due to target plus clutter effects.
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Figure 5-27 Example A scan plot

5.2.1.2 Band-pass filtering
After transfer to the processing core a band pass filter was applied to each A-scan in

order to remove interference signals that lie outside the useful bandwidth of the antenna.

Any frequency components outside the antenna bandwidth is likely to be due to noise or

other unwanted effects. A 200 point windowed-sine FIR filter with blackman shading

was designed for this with a pass-band from 640MHz to 1.36MHz and stop band

attenuation <-70dB [23] [24]. Figure 5-28 shows the filter characteristics and example

input and output signals.
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Figure 5-28 FIR bandpass filter (a) Unfiltered averaged A scan signals, (b) Filter kernel- 200 point

windowed-sine with blackman shading, (c) Example filtered and unfiltered signal frequencies along

with filter frequency response, (d) Example time domain signal before and after filtering

5.2.1.3 Average Background Calculation
The effects of surface clutter or ground bounce was introduced in Chapter three and

described more fully in Chapter four. It is a one of the major problems in GPR and a

number of algorithms were considered for its removal, some of which are unique to the

RASOR method.
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The average background calculation is generated for each of the background averages

described in Section 4.4.2.5 and allows any (or none) of them to be applied to the A scan

data to allow comparison of their suitability. The results from the comparison of these

techniques will be presented in the next chapter.
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5.2.2 RASOR Coherent Focusing

5.2.2.1 Focusing delay calculation
The RF switching network was designed to minimise the differential path delays as far as

possible through the switching network, but inevitably there remained slight differences

in the network path propagation times. A once only calibration process easily removed

these differentials. Each propagation path through the array was characterised by a

measurement using an additional calibration antenna temporarily coupled to each antenna

(using the white velcro tabs visible in Figure 5-10). The path was then exercised in

transmit and receive mode with the calibration antenna configured to receive and

transmit respectively. The network propagation time differential thus measured for the

transmit and receive paths was then added to the path length calculation for each pair in

the focusing algorithm.

The path length calculation for each pair to the focusing cell is calculated on the fly

according to the simple propagation path model that is described in section 4.3.2. It could

be possible to pre-calculate an array of delays for all pairs to all focusing cells, but this

results in a very large array that would need to be stored and retrieved from a lower level

cache. Furthermore real-time variations in array height above the ground or in

permittivity could not be dealt with.

The best real time implementation is for the n+1 focusing point to be calculated and held

in a register or level 1 cache in parallel with the focusing of point n. Where there is

perhaps scope for further efficiency is in deriving the functions to generate sets of focus

delay curves for a range of soil dielectrics, perhaps around 80 functions. The appropriate

function can then be loaded for the measured dielectric properties and the path length

calculation is, thus, no longer necessary.

5.2.2.2 Focusing Weights Calculation
The focusing window has a width equal to the pulse length. The ability to derive and

apply weights to the focused window is one of the key strengths of the RASOR

algorithms. The various weighting schemes derived in section 4.4.2 are applied through

this mechanism

1. Volume clutter and focal quality weighting

2. Surface racetrack weighting
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3. Antenna pattern weighting

4. Spreading loss

5. Path loss

6. Pair exclusion - all zero

7. Adaptive focusing windowing - zero early time

5.2.2.3 Focusing algorithm
The focusing algorithm is shown schematically in Figure 5-29. A running total, held in

level 1 cache, is kept for each focus point in the 3-D space. When each A scan becomes

available the appropriate portion is selected, weighted and added to focus point running

total.

WINDOW CAlCULAlOR

Signal Samples

Focus Poinl Total
New

Focus Poinl Total

Figure 5-29 Focusing schematic

When all A scans have been processed the focused window is integrated to give the total

energy for that resolution cell - in essence the reflectivity of that volume in the ground

has been measured.

5.2.2.4 C-scanProcessing
The output from the RASOR focusing algorithms is a 3D image that can potentially

contain target detections at different depths. When only one data set is captured and

analysed off-line it is possible to examine each horizontal (or plan or C-scan) slice or a

vertical (or cross-sectional) slice through the data at a depth of interest. This is the

approach taken for analysing the early trials data given in Chapter 6.
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However, when a large number of data sets have been captured, as the array traverses a

trial lane for example, this approach is not efficient. A method is therefore required for

stacking up the horizontal slices of data into a 2D dimensional image whilst preserving

all the 3D information.

5.3 RealTime RASOR

This section discusses the practical issues of designing a real time RASOR system using

the operating parameters identified in the preceeding sections. The array dimensions

postulated in Chapter 3 are assumed and a time sampling rate of 8GSaJs.

5.3.1 DataCollection

The data collection and real time processing constraints were introduced in Chapter three

(Section 3.3.3.2). A vehicle speed, v, of 5m1s and a 3 scan focusing frame of 30cm, see

Figure 5-30, would give a time budget for each data collection frame, fj, of 60ms. In this

time each transmit/receive path must be sequentially exercised, the received data must be

digitised and, in real-time operation, the data must be processed and a detection decision

produced.

Previous
frame ¢:::::::J ... -~t--71~--::~

Vertical
Slices

I/' ,/ 3.

Next
~ frame

Direction of
travel

Figure 5-30 Three scan focusing frame

Figure 5-31 shows a timing diagram for all the time budgets that can be allocated within

a data collection frame.
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Figure 5-31 Data coUection timing diagram

A worst case soil permittivity of Er=40 would give a propagation velocity in soil,

vp=47xl06m/s. For a maximum depth of interest of O.5m a worst case round trip

propagation time, fp, could be assumed to be equivalent to 12A.which, at an operating

frequency of 10Hz gives.

12
t =-=12ns
P f

Choosing a sampling frequency of 3.30Hz, in order to respect the Nyquist sampling

(5-2)

criteria across the 05.0Hz to 1.5GHz bandwidth, then each receiving antenna would need

to collect around 40 samples for each transmission.

Based on the ray-tracing analysis described in Chapter 4 it is postulated that the effect of

the vehicle motion on the focusing coherence can be discounted provided the vehicle

does not move more than approximately 0.1A.during array collection period. This gives

a coherence time budget, fe, considering the upper operating frequency of 1.5GHz, of

te = 0.lA. = 4ms (5-3)
v

For the postulated array there would be 124 transmit events in each coherence time

window. For each transmit event a set of parallel sample and hold circuits capture the

received signals giving a sample and hold period, tp and a time period for digitasation and

analgoue switching, td, given by
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Id = .ls: - tp = 31.988,us
124

(5-4)

For each transmission around 60 receiving antennas would share a resolution cells field

of view. In Figure 5-31, it is assumed that these 60 antennas receive concurrently and

that a bank of parallel sample and hold devices act concurrently on each receive path.

This scheme is the most efficient in terms of rf power transmitted and offers the

maximum time for digitiation and analogue switching. The digitisation period for any

one receiver antenna can in fact be almost doubled by implementing the alternative

switching scheme described in Section 5.1.4, which ensures that no receiving antenna is

used on consectutive sweeps.

Alternatvely, the time budget for each transmit period, tc/124, is large enough to allow

sequential transmit and receive from each antenna pair. A single bank of sample and

holds and digitiser can then be used to capture each of the 60 received signals and is

therefore a much cheaper solution. This is the method chosen for the (non-real time)

demonstrator system design decribed in Section 5.1.6. The drawback with this approach

is the potential for bottlenecks arising at the output of the digitiser and also the analogue

switching time becomes much more critical.

A further alternative would be to use an equivalent time sampling method where one

sample and hold device is used on each of the 60 receive paths. The transmission is

repeated 40 times with a small delay added to the sample and hold trigger each time. This

method uses transmitted power inefficiently and would be more prone to sampling jitter.

5.4 Conclusions

The RASOR system design and design trade-offs have been described including a

description of the antenna and antenna array design, the RF switching network, pulse

generator and sampling scheme. The algorithmic implementation has also been

described. Design considerations for real time RASOR have been described showing that

with sufficient resources real time operation can be achieved.
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Chapter 6 Experimental Results

6 Experimental Results
This chapter describes results obtained from the RASOR system in indoor and outdoor

experiments. The system was developed incrementally and the series of results presented

in this chapter reflects the gradual increase in complexity of the design and challenge of

the environment. Initially data was gathered in a sandbox by manually moving a pair of

antennas to synthesise an array. Later results obtained at various test sites were obtained

with the automatic RASOR demonstrator utilising a 2D planar array and switching

network.

After each design increment some of the previous experiments were repeated, at the same

test site where practical, in order to revalidate the new equipment and

characterise/compare its behaviour. The ambition of the experiments progressed from

design proving of the detection process in various conditions to more advanced statistical

analysis of RASOR performance in terms of False Alarm Rate (FAR) and Probability of

Detection (Pd) from data gathered in specially constructed trial sites.

6.1 Summaryof Test Sites

Experiments were conducted using the following test sites (arranged chronologically):

1. University of Bristol Laboratory

2. Quarry Site, Wells, Somerset

3. Long Ashton, South Bristol, Somerset

4. DERA Chertsey, Chertsey, Hampshire

5. ERA, Leatherhead, Surrey

The University of Bristol, Quarry and Long Ashton trial sites were specifically

constructed for the RASOR project. The DERA Chertsey site was built to support their

land-mine detector sensor programs [1] and consists of four plots containing different

soil types.

The site at ERA was specially built to allow ERA to demonstrate their GPR technology

for a potential government contract and the RASOR demonstrator was also invited to

take part on this trial in a 'blind' trial. It consisted of six plots of different soil types each
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containing a range of targets, but with the exact positions of the targets only known to

ERA.

In the following sections more specific details on the test sites are given along with the

measurement results that were obtained at each one.

6.2 Summary of Test Targets

The test targets that were used in these experiments 1) to 4) above are shown in

Figure 6-l. Details of the TM-57, TMA-4, VS-50, BLU-61/A/B and PMA-3 have been

given in Chapter 2 although obviously items have been modified to be safe. To give an

idea of the scale of Figure 6-1 TM-57 diameter is 300mm and the VS-50 diameter is

90mm. The APM replica is entirely plastic with a small air gap below the central

'detonator' button. The APM CK replica is a mine surrogate supplied by Colin King

Associates [2] and designed to replicate the signature of a PMN mine.

Figure 6-1 Targets used in experiments

The specific targets deployed at the ERA test site are generally unknown, other than that

both APM and ATM were present along with clutter objects.
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6.3 Indoor Sandbox Experiments

6.3.1 Experimental Facility

A measurement facility, including an indoor sandbox, was constructed to enable early

testing of the system's viability and validation of theoretical modelling. The main

advantages of using a sandbox for these early system measurements is that the climate is

fixed, unlike outdoor field measurements where the measuring workspace is subject to

the prevailing weather conditions. This means that important factors, such as humidity,

temperature, ground moisture content and permittivity, can be tightly controlled making

results repeatable.

m

l.4m

(a)
(b)

~. .::'
I

I.

(d)

Figure 6-2 Indoor experimental facility (a) sand-box dimensions (b) under construction, (c) early

antenna array (d) data collection
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The sandbox dimensions were specified as 2 metres x 1.4 metres x 1 metre deep

following analysis of the system noise limits and filled with around 1 ton of builders

sand. Figure 6-2 shows the dimensions and pictures of the sandbox construction. The

box sides were made from plywood and were held together using doweling and glue to

avoid introducing backscatter from metal screws or nails. Radar absorbent material

(RAM) was used to line the sides and base so that reflections from the boundary of the

workspace were reduced. The sides were sloped so that the residual reflections from the

RAM are directed away from the relevant antenna element.

6.3.2 Test Results

6.3.2.1 Metal Plates
Figure 6-3 shows one of the first practical experiments conducted in the sand-box using a

manually synthesised 7 x 4 element array. Two square metal plates of dimension IOcm2

are deployed; one is located on the sand surface at x=O.3mand y=O.3mand the second is

buried at a depth of O.3m and below the centre of the array at x=O.8m, y=O.5m. The

longer array dimension is along the x axis.

This data was processed in several different ways to analyse the different weighting and

surface cancellation methodologies. The plots at the bottom and on the left-hand side of

each main display show normalised signal amplitude profiles along the x and y

dimension respectively at points indicated by the cross hairs on the main plot. The origin

of the main plot is by convention the sandbox corner' with the x dimension being the

longer edge of the 2d array, i.e. the one with 7 elements. dimensions are Figure 6-3 (a)

and (b) shows the horizontal slices through the focused data at the surface and a depth of

O.3m respectively where the data has been focused without average background

subtraction. Both metal plates are clearly detected as would be expected for two strong

reflectors. On the surface plot shown (Figure 6-3 a) the lighter blue, cyan and yellow

shading in the central region of the plot indicate strong specular reflections from the sand

surface. The yellow striping in the y-direction indicates the greater resolving power

obtained along the x direction due to the rectangular array configuration of seven

antennas wide along the x-axis, 4 antennas along the y-axis.

I In later field experiments the origin is moved to either be at centre of the 20 array or at the corner of the
test plot that is being searched depending on the size of the data set being displayed.
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Figure 6-3 Two lOcm2 metal plates positioned on surface at x=O.3m, y=O.3m and at depth of O.3m at

x=O.8m,y=O.5m with different surface cancellation methods, (a), (c), (e), (g) are horizontal slices at

the surface, (b), (d), (I), (g) are horizontal slices at O.3m depth, (a) and (b) with no average

background subtraction, (c) and (d) with median average background subtraction, (e) and (I) with

adaptive windowing, (g) and (h) with post processed background subtraction
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Figure 6-3 (c) and (d) shows the horizontal slices with a median average background

subtraction prior to focusing. The PSLR and ISLR have been improved and the surface

clutter has been greatly reduced. In Figure 6-3 (d) some residual from the surface plate is

still present at this depth (this is noticeable also on Figure 6-3 b, but the shape is not as

well defined).

The results from adaptive focus windowing, with no background subtraction, are shown

in Figure 6-3 (e) and (f). The surface reflections have been removed, but so has the

relative strength of the surface plate. The buried plate now appears as the dominant

reflector in the data set.

In Figure 6-3 (g) and (h) a post processing background subtraction has been applied. The

Peak Side-lobe Ratio (PSLR) has been markedly improved over that in (a), (b),(c) and (d)

and the surface clutter has been almost completely removed. However, it should be

emphasised that this method is unlikely to be practicable in operational situations

because of difficulty of obtaining a good background set.

Figure 6-4 shows the background focused data set or ground truth that was used in the

subtraction for Figure 6-3 (g) and (h). This was taken over the sandbox after the metal

plates had been removed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6-4 Focused background data set used in Figure 6-3 (g) and (h) where (a) shows a horizontal

scan at the surface and (b) shows a scan at a depth ofO.3m
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Clearly the surface reflection dominates in this data set. Whenever practicable the

background data set was always captured along with or before the measurement data set

to aid algorithm comparison and analysis.

6.3.2.2 Land mines
Figure 6-5 shows the plots from an experiment containing three targets:

• An APM simulant located below the centre of the array x=O.8m, y=O.5m and buried

such that its top is flush with the sand surface.

• A calibration sphere located at x=O.2m, y=O.2m buried just below the surface.

• An TM-57 ATM with centre located at x=1.4m, y=O.8m buried with its top O.15m

below the surface.

A median background subtraction has been applied. All three figures show the same

horizontal plot at the surface, but with different ID profiles displayed on the left and

bottom sides of the plot. The data selection for the ID profiles are indicated by the blue

cross hairs drawn over the 2D plot. Figure 6-5 (a) shows the ID profile through the metal

sphere, Figure 6-5 (b) is through the APM and Figure 6-5 (c) is through the ATM.

As would be expected the metal sphere dominates return, but the APM is also clearly

visible at the centre of the plot. This APM position is considered to be the most

challenging of all because the reflections from the top of the mine are received

completely concurrently with the surface reflections and this result clearly demonstrates

the resolving power of RASOR process. The ATM outline can be seen appearing in the

surface plot, despite its burial depth, because the late time focusing window at the surface

contains early reflections from the top of the ATM.
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Figure 6-5 Horizontal plot at surface with median background subtraction showing APM and metal

sphere flush buried at x=O.8m, y=O.5m and x=O.2m, y=O.2m respectively and metal sphere buried at

x=1.4m, y=O.8m (a) amplitude profile through metal sphere, (b) amplitude profile through APM, (c)

amplitude profile through ATM

6.3.2.3 Clutter
The plot shown in Figure 6-6 shows an APM detected in a cluttered environment. The

plot is a horizontal slice at a depth of 100mm through a Large APM simulant positioned

at x=l.lm, y=0.6m and buried such that its top is at 100mm. The clutter consists of 128

small pebbles scattered randomly throughout the volume at a density of 520 per m '.

It can be seen that the mine is detected, but with an increase in strong spurious signals

such as at x=0.7m,y=0.7m. The clutter returns could be removed by a basic threshold

detector if and only if they remain lower than the mine target, but this is by no means

guaranteed. Additional image processing techniques would be required to distinguish

mine like shapes.
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Figure 6-6 Horizontal slice at O.3m depth through a large APM buried at O.3m depth, x=t.lm and

y=O.6m. 128 pebble objects are present to simulate clutter
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6.4 Quarry experiments

6.4.1 Trial Site

This trial site was in a quarry in Wells, Somerset owned by Racal Defence Electronics

(part of their Radar Signature Measurement facility). A 1 metre deep test plot was

constructed from finely crushed dolomite rock as used in road building and was covered

by a makeshift tent, as shown in Figure 6-7, for protection from the (inclement!) weather

to try to control the ground conditions, but also to protect the experimental equipment.

Two experimental campaigns were carried out at this site. The first utilised a manual

scanning system where two antennas were moved to each position to synthesise a fully

populated 28-element array as shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9. The first trial

represented a significant step, as all previous measurements had been taken indoors in

dry sand. The transfer to a more representative outdoor environment with a significant

change in attenuation, dielectric constant, surface roughness and ground inhomogenity all

constituted a considerable challenge.

The second campaign was carried out with a fully populated twenty-eight antenna array

with automatic switching. The main aim of the second campaign was to revalidate

RASOR detection performance in this environment before moving on to more diverse

experimental sites. Of course on the second campaign the experiment run times were

much reduced improving from 30 minutes to approximately 30 seconds (although

nonetheless this was still some way from the postulated real-time speed).
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The targets used were the predominately plastic "Colin King" (CK) APM simulant, a

TMA-4 ATM, a calibration metal sphere and calibration metal plates.

The test area measured approximately 4m x 4m x 3m and contained 20 tons of limestone

rock. The limestone was made up of 40mm stones down to dust with a 30% dust content

and relatively low moisture content. Permittivity measurements were made on-site,

using a probe array method, giving £ '=9 and £ "=0.189 and a loss of 6.5dB/m.

Figure 6-7 Protective awning showing raised area of crushed rock

Figure 6-8 Inside awning, showing the array backplane, supports, processing/control PC and

lnfinium sampling oscilloscope
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Figure 6-9 Close-up of PC showing current set of processed data.

6.4.2 Quarry Trial Results (1st Campaign)

For the first experimental campaign a simple background subtraction method was used to

remove surface reflections. A data set was gathered with no targets present and this was

used as the ground truth.

Figure 6-10 shows a vertical scan under the centre of the array with a metal plate buried

at a depth of O.2m and a second plate lying on the surface at a lateral displacement of

OAm from the array centre. This shows that the background subtraction method can

clearly eliminate the surface reflection in other environments than dry sand. Note the

slightly higher signal levels denoted by the light blue and green in the plot. This area was

disturbed during the burial of the plate and consequently has a slightly different dielectric

contrast to the undisturbed rock.

The region of maximum processing gain is below the centre of the array where the

maximum number of elements have the focusing cell within their field of view.

Scattering from the metal plate positioned on the surface, but located to the right of the

array aperture, has a lower focused strength than the buried metal plate at the centre even
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though the scattering from the latter will have undergone attenuation in the ground at the

air-surface interface.
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Figure 6-10 Vertical scan through a 100mm2 metal plate buried below the centre of the array at a

depth of 0.2m and another 100mm2 metal plate located on the surface.

Figure 6-11 (a) and (b) shows another experiment that contains a metal sphere offset

O.4m from the array centre and an APM below the centre of the array both buried at a

depth of 0.1m. The metal sphere is clearly visible, however, the APM is less distinct and

the reflections due to the ground disturbance during burial tend to mask the APM returns.

The ground disturbance effect was examined further by leaving this experimental set-up

to settle for a period of thirteen days. The data shown in Figure 6-12 is exactly the same

vertical scan as that shown in Figure 6-11 (b) captured after the period has elapsed. The

dielectric discontinuity due to the ground disturbance has clearly decreased leaving only

the dielectric contrast from the mine and sphere. As would be expected the increased

processing gain at the centre of the array means that the mine has greater strength than

the sphere. The slight difference in target location between Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12

is due to small equipment positional differences between experiments.
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Cb)
Figure 6-11 CK APM simulant buried near the centre of the array at a depth of O.lm and a metal

sphere buried at a depth of 0.1m towards the edge of the array (a) horizontal scan at 0.1m (b)

vertical scan under the centre of array.
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Figure 6-]2 Vertical scan showing a repeat of the experiment shown in Figure 6-11 after an elapsed

time of thirteen days

6.4.3 Quarry Trial Results (2nd Campaign)

Results from the second experimental campaign (with automated scanning) are shown in

Figure 6-13, Figure 6-14, Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16. Whilst the main aim of this

campaign was to validate automatic RASOR it also gave the opportunity to examine

performance with targets on or flush with the surface.
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Figure 6-13 Horizontal scan: Metal sphere on surface at centre

Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14 give the results from the first design proving scans with the

automatically scanned demonstrator system. Figure 6-13 shows a calibration metal

sphere lying on the surface of the ground below the centre of the array. Figure 6-14 is a

similar experiment, but this time with the CK APM simulant.
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Figure 6-14 Large Colin King APM simulant on surface below centre of array (a) horizontal scan (b)

vertical scan

Figure 6-1S is subtly different and considerably more challenging than the earlier two.

Here the CK APM is buried with the top of the mine flush with the surface. Reflections

from the ground and APM top are difficult to discriminate nonetheless the target is

clearly detected.
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Figure 6-15 Large Colin King flush with surface at centre array (a) horizontal scan (b) vertical scan

Figure 6-16 shows the predominately plastic TMA-4 ATM clearly detected at a depth of

O.Sm. This is probably around the maximum depth that an ATM would be buried

operationally. The signal attenuation at this depth of burial is such that the strength of the

target return relative to the surface reflection is lowered. This is the reason why the

surface reflection, due to the disturbance of the material during burial, is clearly

distinguishable on this plot down to a depth of around O.lm.
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Figure 6-16 Vertical slice through a TMA-4 buried at a depth orO.Sm.

6.5 Long Ashton

6.5.1 Trial Site

This trial site was a section of loamy soil covered with turf on the land of the University

of Bristol Agricultural Research Department. The aim of the trial was to test RASOR in

realistic 'off-road' conditions and in particular to measure the performance when the

ground is covered in vegetation. This scenario is very common in practical de-mining

activities because mined land has often lain fallow for months and years.

Pictures of the test site are shown in Figure 6-17 and Figure 6-18. The tent was provided

to protect the equipment in wet weather, but in fact the weather was very hot and, as

Figure 6-18 shows, fans were required to reduce the risk of the equipment overheating.

Between this trial and the earlier ones at Racal improvements were made the stability of

the transmission pulse by increasing the regulation of the transmitter power supplies.

Figure 6-17 Long Ashton experimental set-up
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Figure 6-18 Inside the tent at Long Ashton

6.5.2 Trial Results

The experiments conducted at this site concentrated upon targets buried just below the

interfering turf using the fully automated system. A calibration measurement is shown in

Figure 6-19 with the metal sphere buried just below the surface. The 3dB lateral and

vertical resolution can be seen to be in good correspondence with theoretical modelling

(as discussed in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) and the effect of the turf has had negligible

defocusing effect.
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Figure 6-19 Metal sphere buried close to the surface at x=O.3 y=O.l (a) horizontal scan at surface (b)

vertical scan through O.lm
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Figure 6-20 shows the results with the Large CK buried about lcm below the surface of

the soil. An additional layer of vegetation around 3 to 4 cm thick lies on top of this. On

the experiment shown the target is offset from the centre of the array in the y dimension

to test performance away from the centre line. The target is strongly detected and the

surface clutter has been well cancelled.
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Figure 6-20 Large Colin King APM at depth ofO.lmm x=O.l y=-0.3 (a) horizontal scan at depth of

0.1m (b) vertical scan at y=-0.3

6.6 DERA Chertsey

6.6.1 Trial Site

This trial site consisted of four separate plots containing loam, dolomite, sand and

London clay. Each plot covered approximately a 6m2 and had built up a vegetative cover.

All of the targets shown in Figure 6-1 were utilised in order to gather data on probability

of detection and False Alarm Rate for different targets.

A picture of the trial equipment is shown in the Figure 6-21. Wheels were added to the

array comers to give the array limited mobility, enabling it to traverse each plot.

Collection and processing of each sweep covering 30cm swathe in the vehicle direction,

took approximately 3 seconds giving an approximate vehicle speed of 0.36kmlhour. This

is still far below the postulated vehicle speed, but quite encouraging considering the

majority of processing at this time was done on a standard PC.
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Sand, dolomite and loam had already been encountered at the trials sites in the research

lab, quarry site and Long Ashton site. However, clay represented a new challenge and is

an extremely challenging soil type for any electromagnetic sensor. The clay particle

structure means that it is able to hold a large amount of bound water (see section 4.1.3),

thus its loss tangent is very high and signal attenuation and refraction is severe. The

permittivity was measured using the probing method described in 4.1.4 giving a real

permittivity measurement of 30-35 and a loss estimate of 50-60dB per metre.

Figure 6-21 Experimental set-up at DERA Chertsey

6.6.2 Trial Results

Figure 6-22 shows the results for an experiment III London clay containing the

predominately plastic PMA-3 APM and the metal cased BLU-61 bomblet buried. The

PMA-3 is surface buried and the BLU-61 is very shallowly buried.
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Figure 6-22 BLU-61/A/B bomblet (x=-O.3, y=O.2) and PMA-3 (x=-O.l, y=-O.l) buried in London Clay

with vegetation with top flush with surface (a) picture of flush buried targets, (b) horizontal scan at -

O.OSmdepth (c) vertical scan through y=-O.lSm

The PMA-3 is located towards the centre of the array at x=-O.ml,y-O.1m and the BLU-61

is off centre at x=-O.3m, y=O.2m. The PMA-3 is strongly detected whilst only a faint

trace of the BLU-3 is picked up. Two important conclusions for detection in London

Clay can be drawn from this result.

Firstly, when a plastic or metal target is buried with its top flush with or higher than the

surface in London Clay the high dielectric contrast between the target and clay enhances

the detection performance compared to detection in to other soil types. Secondly, the
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attenuation of London clay is such that even shallowly buried metal targets may not be

detected by RASOR.

(a)

-0.4 -0.3 -02 .Q.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 -0.2 -0.1 0

Figure 6-23 shows a similar experiment set-up to the previous one, but taken in loam plot

and with a VS-50 APM replacing the BLU-61. Here the VS-50 is located under the

opposite side of the array at x=O.4m, y=-O.15m and buried with its top flush. The PMA-3

is at x=O.05m, y=-O.lm and also buried flush '. The PMA-3 is detected strongly again,

X (metres) X(rmtres)

(b) (c)

Figure 6-23 PMA-3 APM (x=O.OSm,y=-O.lm) and VS-SO APM (x=O.4m, y=-O.lSm) on surface of

loam with vegetation at (a) picture showing target locations (b) horizontal scan at -O.OSmdepth (c)

vertical scan through y=-O.lm

I Notice that the PMA-3 is mistakenly buried upside down, i.e. with its detonator pointing downwards into
the ground. This is not thought to be significant for its Res (for the bandwidth of interest).
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but at reduced strength compared to the detection in London Clay, probably due to the

reduced dielectric contrast. The VS-50 is detected, but not at the same strength. This is

due to the VS-50 actually being located at the extreme of the sensitivity of the

demonstrator array resulting in much reduced processing. An operational RASOR,

consisting of a larger antenna array, would cover a wider swathe.
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(a) Cb)
Figure 6-24 TM-57 ATM buried in loam with no vegetation with top flush with surface at x=-O.2m,

y=-O.2m (a) horizontal scan at -O.OSmdepth (b) vertical scan through y=-O.lSm
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Figure 6-25 TMA-4 ATM buried in loam with no vegetation with top flush with surface at x=O.OSm,

y=-O.2m (a) horizontal scan at -O.OSmdepth (b) vertical scan through y=-O.ISm

In addition the alternative array switching scheme described in section 5.1.4 should allow

improved performance across the array by distributing transmit paths more evenly - the

'raster' switching scheme implemented on these trials tends to skew processing gain

towards the negative x quadrants.
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Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 show the TM-57 and TMA-4 ATMs buried in Loam. Both

are clearly detected.
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Figure 6-26 PMA-3 buried in vegetation covered loam with top flush with surface at x=O.OSm,y=-

0.1m (a) horizontal scan at -O.OSmdepth (b) vertical scan through y=-O.lm

6.7 ERA

6.7.1 Trial Site

ERA Technology Ltd constructed this test site at Leatherhead, Surrey in order to test the

suitability of a number of GPR sensors, including their own, for a vehicle mounted

landmine detection contract. The test site comprised of six different plots of soil of

varying sizes summarised in Table 6-1 and photographed in Figure 6-27.

The location and number of targets and clutter objects in the plots was generally not

disclosed except for the following information:

• No objects were within the first and last metre (in the y dimension).

• No targets were within 0.5 metres of the sides (in the x dimension).

• Eight APMs of various types were disclosed for calibration purposes. These were

positioned along a straight line in the y-axis starting at 2.9m and ending at 8.9m with

a regular 1m spacing. Each mine was located 0.6m from the side wall of the plot as

indicated in Figure 6-27.
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Eight ATMs of various types were disclosed for calibration purposes. These were

positioned along a straight line in the y-axis starting at 2.5m and ending at 8.5m with a

regular 1m spacing. Each mine was located 1m from the side wall of the plot as

indicated in Figure 6-27.

Plot Zone Soil Type Length Width

Number (yaxis) (x axis)

1 Top Soil 10m 5m
2 DTP-MOT 10m 5m

3 Clay 10m 5m

4 Ballast 10m 5m

5a Sand 8m 5m

5b Sand + Ferrous Oxide 2m 5m

Table 6-1 Dimensions and contents of ERA soil plots

Figure 6-27 Picture of ERA Trial plots

Conditions had been very wet immediately prior to commencement of the trial and,

because the plots were bounded by concrete and membrane linings, the drainage was

clearly rather poor, hence most of the plots were quite saturated and some were in fact

covered in surface water. In these conditions mine detection with any GPR system is

difficult'. It was not possible to measure the permittivity and loss tangent of the soil since

I In these conditions an acoustic sensor is likely to perform better and this is an example of where sensor
fusion could be of great benefit.
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this would disturb the soil, however, it was concluded that the high level of soil

saturation would severely hamper detection at any depth due to the increased losses that

this implies.

The drainage through the Ballast and DTP-MOT plots was obviously better than through

the clay, soil and sand plots. This is not unexpected since ballast and DTP materials are

essentially crushed rock and therefore do not retain bound water to the same extent as

clay, for example.

Figure 6-28 Mounting frame

It was required that the soil surface should not be touched in order that subsequent

equipment experiments were not put at a disadvantage. The wheeled mounting frame that

was used in earlier trials was therefore not suitable because, being only the width of the

array, its wheels would foul the soil surface. A new mounting frame was constructed as

shown in Figure 6-28 that traversed the shorter, x-dimension of the plot. Wheels were

placed at the four corners of the frame so that it could be pushed forward in the y

direction over the plots. After each full sweep the array was moved over by O.5m steps

in the x direction and another full sweep conducted, thus eight sweeps were conducted to

cover O.5m to 4.5m inclusive in the x direction.

The mounting arrangement caused two difficulties. Firstly, it was rather cumbersome

making it difficult to control and steer. There were no runners along the sides of the

plots to keep the mounting straight, therefore it tended to stray off line as it traversed

down the plots. In order to correctly detect, localise and pinpoint targets against a

prearranged grid and also to correctly join together the datasets, the sensor needs to have

an accurate estimate of its position at all times during the data collection with regards to a
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clear reference point. In the practical system RASOR would be fitted with GPS sensors

to pinpoint the exact reference system as well as position sensors and actuators to

maintain array to ground spacing. The vehicle would also probably have a marking

system (similar to road marking) to mark possible targets. The demonstrator system was

not sufficiently sophisticated to have any of this functionality and therefore inevitably

positioning errors were introduced during the data collection. The array was swept

forward in 30cm steps and lined up with marker pegs driven into the ground along the

full Sam length of the lane on both sides.

The second problem with the mounting frame, or at least an unknown introduced by it, is

the inclusion of wooden beams in front of the array (visible in Figure 6-27), which were

necessary to provide rigidity to the mounting structure. Although these are non-

conducting and relatively short compared to the operating wavelengths (at least in the

bore-sight of the antenna), they were at no time included in any analytical or FDTD

simulations of the array performance. Their presence would at the very least result in

additional losses being introduced to the path, but could also introduce undesirable

multiple reverberation and interfere with the antenna beam-pattern and bandwidth.

Figure 6-29 ERA trial Set-up

A strict time limit of 3 days was imposed for all data collection over all 5 zones. In fact

this time was easily met including setting up, clear down and some post trial analysis.
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6.7.2 Trial Results

The calibration AP and AT provided mines were used to determine the zones within

which detection is possible with the current state of the system.

The 3D data set was combined into a 2D slice or C-scan using the stacking algorithm

described in Section 5.2.2.4. A simple detection threshold was employed based on an

analysis of the ROC curves developed from previous trials. With the processing

performed, there is good reason to suppose that the data from Zones 2 (DTP-MOT) and 4

(Ballast) is reliable.

6.7.2.1 Zone 2 Results: DTP-MOT
This Zone consisted of a material denoted DTP-MOT; a road building material.

From Figure 6-30 (plan view) it is possible to see the majority of the calibration ATM

mines along the x=4m line. The AP mines are not as clear. It seems likely that there are

also mines present at the 8 positions identified by red dots.
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Figure 6-30 Zone 2 map - DTP-MOT
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6.7.2.2 Zone 4 Results: Ballast
Zone 4 denoted ballast; in fact this is a dolomite material frequently used in road

building. From Figure 6-31 (plan view) it is possible to see the majority of the calibration

ATM mines along the x=4m line. Returns from the AP calibrations mines are present in

some cases. It seems likely that there are also 11 mines present at other positions

indicated by the red dots.

Calibration
APM

x dimension
Calibration ATM

Figure 6-31 Zone 4 results - Ballast
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6.8 Conclusions

Trial results obtained from six different trial sites have been presented. Results in the

sandbox, Quarry site, Long Ashton field and DERA Chertsey were very promising

showing good performance in a range of soil types and difficult clutter environments.

The 'blind' test trials at ERA represented a considerable challenge for the RASOR

demonstrator, due to the heavy saturation of the ground, the mounting arrangement and

the positioning inaccuracies; the first two factors considerably attenuating the transmitted

power. Nonetheless, promising results were obtained on Ballast and DTP-MOT

materials, which are the type of road materials that a vehicle-mounted RASOR system

might commonly traverse. As a demonstration of the potential of the system concept, the

trial was considered a success, and also highlighted areas for future research and

development such as an improved mounting and positioning system, more sophisticated

classification algorithms and the development of a multi-sensor fusion approach.
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7 Conclusions, Other Applications and Future
Work

The broad objective of this research was to develop a fully functional ground penetrating

radar (GPR) demonstrator system capable of detecting buried anti-personnel and anti-tank

landmines when installed on a moving vehicle. The demonstrator system implements a

novel Real Aperture Synthetically Organised Radar (RASOR) technique, which uses a two

dimensional antenna array and post-reception synthetically-focusing to image a three

dimensional space under the array.

It has been shown that state-of-the-art GPR systems for landmine detection are limited by

resolution, operation in highly cluttered environments, classification performance,

penetration depth and operating speed.

7.1 Specific contributionof this Dissertation

This thesis has described the author's specific contribution in the following areas:

• Analysis and modelling of the RASOR system concepts including an assessment of the

operating environment such as soil types, target types, clutter limits, noise limits and de-

correlating effects in order to postulate and analyse suitable array configurations,

mounting arrangements and processing algorithms.

• Derivation, implementation and experimentation with new algorithms to deal with the

problem of surface reflections, volume clutter reduction and classification.

• Definition of system parameters such as operating frequency, power and array size and

configuration in order to deal with the operational environment based on modelling and

early experimentation.

• System design including the design of RF and digital circuits and control software and

the implementation of processing algorithms for a real time system.

Using the developed demonstrator system, real measured data was obtained on real targets

under various soil conditions and at a variety of test sites. Results have been presented and

discussed which show RASORs ability to detect mines in challenging cluttered
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environments. However, it has also been shown that the RASOR demonstrator system on its

own does not provide sufficient classification and detection accuracy for APM detection.

Possible improvements and enhancements to the demonstrator system are suggested in the

next section along with other ideas for further research.

7.2 Suggestions for further research

The operating frequency chosen for the RASOR demonstrator was the highest possible using

off-the-shelf high-speed sampling equipment at a reasonable cost. Subsequent developments

of real time sampling devices mean that a higher operating frequency and larger bandwidth

could now be utilised, thus providing an improvement in overall resolution and classification

capability without sacrificing real-time operating speed.

More advanced classification algorithms should be examined such as the use of promising

wavelet-based algorithms [1] and recursive least squares methods [2] in order to improve

classification performance. This should also consider the possibility of fusing data from

another sensor system, such as nuclear quadrupole resonance or acoustic sensor. These

would need to be deployed closer to the ground than RASOR, but in the case of NQR, could

be called into action when a possible target detected by RASOR needs to be positively

classified.

Real time RASOR will be mounted on a boom ahead of the vehicle. Examination of system

performance including array to ground spacing compensation, actuator stabilisation and real-

time algorithm adaptation is required. At the same time real time implementation of the

RASOR system should be considered on, for example, VME based processing rack(s) with

the additional capability for bulk storage and operator analysis.

7.3 Other applications

RASOR is by no means limited to the field of landmine detection and a number of other

applications are suitable for realisation. The author in conjunction with the above research

has conducted some preliminary investigations and other areas are the subjects of active on-

going research.
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7.3.1 Archaeology

GPR are quite well established in archaeological applications for detection of large scale

features such as walls and foundations [3]. The improved resolution and real-time search

rates of RASOR have the potential to enhance the capability for archaeologists to detect

small items such as bones and pottery.

7.3.2 Security

The capability of using RASOR to detect the presence of people through walls has been

examined. In this case the array is mounted vertically. Promising results have been obtained

through plasterboard, cavity walls and breeze block.

7.3.3 Manufacturing

Itmay be possible to use RASOR for screening batch manufacturing processes. For example

it could be possible to scan for foreign bodies present in jars of food. This would require an

increase in operating frequency to detect small objects. In this application it would be

possible to consider using two or more spatially separated arrays around a conveyor belt and

utilising forward, rather than backward, scattering paths.

7.3.4 Medical

It has been postulated that the microwave imaging techniques, such as RASOR, could be

suitable for medical screening in order to detect, for example, breast tumours. Again this

would require an increase in frequency, although real time operation may not be necessary.

This is the subject of active current research [4][5][6][7].
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